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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS 
(as of 7th June 2019) 

 

Currency unit – Riel (KR) 

KR1.00 = $0.0002455 

$1.00 = KR4,072 

 

ABBREVIATIONS 

ADB-Asian Development Bank 
 

APA- Annual Performance Assessment 
 

AEA Annual Evaluation and Audit 

AP- Affected Person 

CRO-Complaints Receiving Officer 
 

DPSFM-Decentralized Public Service and Financial Management 

EARF-Environment Assessment and Resettlement Framework 

EIA-Environmental Impact Assessment 

ECOC- Environmental Code of Conduct 

EMP-Environmental Management Plan 

FGD-Focus Group Discussions 

GRM-Grievance and Redress Mechanism 

IEE-Initial Environmental Examination 

IP3- 3 years implementation plans 

MEF-Ministry of Economy and Finance 

MOE-Ministry of Environment 

NCDD-National Committee for Sub-National Democratic Development 

PFM-Public Finance Management 

PFT-Project Facilitation Team 
 

PDEF-Provincial Department of Economy and Finance 

REA-Rapid Environmental Assessment 

RGC-Royal Government of Cambodia 

SPS-Safeguards Policy Statement 

SNA-Sub-National Administration 

SNIF-Sub-National Investment Fund 
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I. BACKGROUND OF PROJECT 

1. The Royal Government of Cambodia’s Framework for decentralization and de- 

concentration reforms is contained in the National Program for Sub-National Democratic 

Development (2010–2019), which is implemented through 3-year implementation plans (IP3). 

Key legal pillars of the reform include the 2008 Organic Law on Capital, Provinces, 

Municipalities, Districts and Khans, and the 2011 Sub-national Finance Law. The first IP3 

2011–2014 already identified the establishment of the Sub-national Investment Fund (SNIF) 

as a key reform priority and element of the financing system of SNAs in Cambodia. Under the 

DPSFM, subprogram 1, ADB supported the full technical design of the SNIF. The proposed 

subprogram one aims to assist the SNIF’s full establishment and operations between 2016 

and 2021. 

2. The Sub-National Investment Fund (SNIF) is a financing instrument, separate but 

complementary to regular grants for SNAs that aims to achieve two policy objectives: (i) to 

promote socio-economic development at the subnational level by financing high quality and 

strategic public investments by subnational administrations; and (ii) to provide subnational 

administrations (SNAs) with incentives to improve their overall performance and public 

investment management. To that extent, the SNIF aims to absorb larger, bulkier investment 

expenditures from SNAs, and thus release the use of regular grants for recurrent expenditure 

commitments. 

3. The SNIF will be governed by a Board Chaired by the Ministry of Economy and 

Finance. Day to day activities will be led by the SNIF Secretariat, located at the MEF. Through 

an annual performance assessment (APA), the SNIF will select, among the country’s 159 

districts, those eligibilities for funding in a given year. In addition to the target districts, some 

municipalities and Khans may be included on pilot basis at later stage of the Project, which will 

be fully funded by the Government. Selection will be based on the annual performance 

assessments (APA) of districts to identify eligible SNAs under the SNIF and so project areas 

may therefore vary from year to year. The ultimate beneficiaries of the projects funded under 

the SNIF will be the households and individuals in the selected districts. 

4. The SNIF Secretariat through its consultant and staff assessed all the proposed subprojects. 

It was noted and confirmed during the assessment that the environmental impact is limited to 

standard small scale since the expected subproject value is limited to US$100,000.00. 

5. The indication of possible eligible types of investment project proposals (IPP) in the 

main sector includes, health, education, transports, agricultures, forestry, trade, water supply, 

sanitation and waste disposals, energy and local economic development. The investment 

project proposals from districts are road infrastuctures upgrading. The project location has 

been selected based on the criteria that there will be no private land acquisition and the 

available public land is not occupied or productively used. Overall implementation of the 

guidelines will be through the SNIF Secretariat supported by project consultants. 

6. There were 32 investment project proposals for upgrading or improvement of rural 

roads submitted by 32 districts to SNIF secretariat to obtain the loan/fund from ADB. However, 

after evaluation, based on the provisions of the loan agreement specifically the project 

administration manual (PAM), it was found out that nine (9) subprojects proposal were not 

considered to be funded under the loan. 

7. After the review of documents submitted by the districts, field assessment and 

screening of established checklist, it was noted that three (3) of nine (9) proposals were 

classified as category B: one (1) IP category B and two (2) road lines were changed. There 

were only 23 remaining subprojects proposed for implementation which involves upgrading or 

improvement of rural roads wherein 22 subprojects are reinforced concrete road upgrading 

and one road line is mountainous sand road. The CARM social safeguard staff consultant 

joined the assessment in four subprojects of which two subprojects are dropped for IR impacts. 

8. . Following the approved checklist on environmental and social selection criteria the 

SNIF Secretriat with the support from project consultants found out that the twenty-three (23) 

subprojects were classified to be under category C. The assessment also included the 
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consultation consultation with the District SNA, communes, villages and beneficiaries. Based 

on this assessment, the implementing agency with support from project consultants prepared 

the Environmental Code of Conduct and Environmental Monitoring Checklists. 

 

II. DESCRIPTION OF SUBPROJECT 
 

9. The SNIF secretariat/safeguards and the ADB safeguards consultant team, after 

detailed review of the submitted subprojects proposals and field visits found out that there will 

be 23 subproject proposals that are eligible to be approved for civil works implementation. The 

typical cross sections drawings of reinforced roads and a mountainous sand road are as 

follows: 

 

2.1. Typical Designs ‘Drawings of Reinforced Concrete Roads from Districts: 

These are just typical road designs (cross sections) by subnational/districts during investment 
project proposals to SNIF secretariat: 
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2.2. Typical Cross section of mountainous sand road: 

This mountainous sand road has been designed for the road line in Svay Anthor district in Prey 
Veng province. The road is connecting and accessing from district road to deeper villages and 
rice fields: 

 

 

 
 
 

2.3. Typical Cross Section of 22-RC road (exploring by SNIF secretariat): 

Has been designed for access roads connecting from main roads to deeper 
villages/communities within the district towns, mainly on the flat terrains- no slop. 

 

 
 

 
2.4. The brief profiles of 23 subprojects/road lines have depicted as follows: 

 
10. Banan road line is located in Kampong Chamlang village, Chheu Teal commune, in 

Banan district, in Battambang province. The proposed road will be built on the existing 

alignments, the proposed road width is 4 meters and COI is 5 metters with length of 800 

meters, connecting from Provincial Road No. 1571 goes inside the villages. The current 

condition of proposed upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, 

muddy and slippery, the road line is located mainly within the district town and there is no 

protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and 

archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of 

impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social 

infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the 

flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these 

be categorized as C category for environment. 

11. Phnum Proek road line is located in Phnum Touch village, Pech Chenda commune, 

Phnum Proek distict in Battambang province. The road line will be upgraded to RC on the 

existing alignments, the proposed road width is 5 meters and COI is 6 meters (narrow) with 

length of 585 meters, connecting from National Road No. 59 goes inside the village. The 

current condition of proposed upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is 

dusty and slippery, the road line is located mainly within the district town, and there is no 

protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and 

archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of 

impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social 
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infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the 

flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these 

would be categorized as C in terms of environment. 

12. Chamkar Leu road line is stretching along Kbal Hong Chas village, Lvea Leu 

commune, Chamkar Leu district in Kampong Cham province. The road line will be upgraded 

to RC on the existing alignments. The proposed road width is 5 meters and COI is 6 meters 

with length of 524 meters, it goes inside the village. The current condition of proposed 

upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the 

road line is located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological 

interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the 

roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width 

of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category for 

environment. 

13. Cheung Prey road line is located in Skon village, Soutip commune, Cheung Prey 

district in Kampong Cham province. The road line will be upgraded to RC on the existing 

alignments, the proposed road width is 4 meters and COI is 5 meters (narrow) with length of 

690 meters, accessing to deeper villages. The current condition of proposed upgrading road 

line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, dirty, and muddy. The road line is 

located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or 

environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category. 

14. Kampong Siem road line is located in Chonghuk village, Ampil commune, Kampong 

Siem district in Kampong Cham province. The road line will be upgrading to RC on the existing 

alignments and COI, the proposed road width is 4 meters and COI is 5 meters (narrow places) 

with length of 885 meters, accessing to deeper villages. The current condition of proposed 

upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the 

road line is located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological 

interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the 

roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width 

of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category for 

environment. 

15. Kaoh Sotin road line stretches along the Phum Dabbei (13) village, Preaek Ta Nong 

commune, Kaoh Soutin district in Kampong Cham province. The proposal is upgrading to RC 

RC road iof the existing alignments and COI, the proposed road width is 5 metersa nd COI is 

6 meters with length of 535 meters, accessing to inner villages. The current condition of 

proposed upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, regular flooding during 

rainy season once the Mekong river water is going up, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, there 

is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical 

and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. There is no 

public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road 

line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain 

out, therefore these would be categorized as C category. 

16. Srey Santhor road line locates in Rokar Tvear village, Preak Por commune, Srei 

Santhor district in Kampong Cham province. The road line will be upgraded to RC on the 

existing alignments, the proposed road width is 6 meters and COI is 12 meters with length of 

618 meters, accessing to deeper villages. The proposed RC road width is within/inside the 
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existing alignment, there will be none of land take, affected structures, others structures, 

tree/crop will not be acquired The current condition of proposed upgrading road line is 

deteriorated and rocky, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the road line is located within the 

district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive 

areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths,  there is no 

landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there 

is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The 

road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free 

drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category. 

17. Kandal Stueng road line locates in Srok Chek village, Boeng khyang commune, 

Kandal Stueng district in Kandal province. The road line will be upgraded to RC road on the 

existing alignments, the proposed road width is 4 meters with length of 884 meters, accessing 

to deeper villages. The current condition of proposed upgrading road bumpy, muddy and 

slippery and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, 

cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or 

UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 

utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is 

situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, 

therefore these would be categorized as C category. 

18. Khsach Kandal road line is located in Preaek Takong village, Preaek Ta Meak 

commune, Khsach Kandal district in Kandal province. The road line will be upgraded to RC 

road on the existing alignments, the proposed road width is 5 meters with length of 850 meters, 

connecting from the exist RC road, goes deeper inside village. The current condition of 

proposed upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and 

slippery, the road line is located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, 

no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological 

areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger 

than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, 

trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated 

that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C 

category for environment. 

19. Kaoh Thom road line is located in Kandal Kaoh Thum village, Kaoh Thum Ka 

commune, Kaoh Thum district in Kandal province. The road line will be upgraded to RC road 

on the existing alignments, the proposed road width is 4 meters with length of 700 meters, 

accessing to deeper villages. It is earthen road with muddy and slippery during rainy seasons 

and dusty during dried seasons. The current condition of proposed upgrading road line is 

deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery and there is no protected 

area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and 

archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of 

impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social 

infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the 

flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these 

would be categorized as C category for environment. 

20. Leuk Daek road line is located in Preaek Dach village, Preaek Dach commune, Leuk 

Daek district in Kandal province. The road line will be upgradedito RC road on the existing 

alignments, the proposed road width is 5 meters with length of 429 meters, accessing to deeper 

villages. It is earthen road with muddy during rainy seasons and dusty during dried seasons. 

The current condition of proposed upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it 

is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the road line is located mainly within the district town, and there 

is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical 

and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor 

of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social 

infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the 
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flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these 

would be categorized as C category for environment. 

21. Lvea- Aem road line is located in Boeng Krum Kraom village, Boeng Krum commune, 

Lvea Aem district in Kandal province. The road line will be upgraded to RC road on the existing 

laterite road alignments, the proposed road width is 4 meters with length of 1000 meters, 

connecting from the exist RC road, goes deeper inside villages The current condition of 

proposed upgrading road line is laterite road. There is no protected area, no ecological interest 

or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category for 

environment. 

22. Mukh Kampul road line is located in Leu village, Preaek Annh Chanh commune, Mukh 

Kampul district in Kandal province. The road line will be upgraded to RC road on the existing 

alignments, the proposed road width is 5 meters with length of 744 meters, connecting from 

the exist RC road, goes deeper inside village. The current condition of proposed upgrading 

road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the road line 

is located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest 

or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category for 

environment. 

23. Ang Snoul road line is located in Prey Boeng village, Baek Chan commune, Angk 

Snuol district in Kandal province. The road line will be upgraded to RC road on the existing 

alignments, the proposed road width is 5 meters with length of 720 meters, connecting from 

the exist RC road, goes deeper inside village. The current condition of proposed upgrading 

road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the road line 

is located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest 

or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category for 

environment. 

24. Ponhea Leu road line is located in Tep Pranam and Kampong Choh Vear villages, 

Vihear Luong commune, Ponhea Lueu district in Kandal province. The road line will be 

upgraded to RC road on the existing laterite road alignments, the proposed road width is 5 

meters with length of 558 meters, connecting from the National Road No. 5 goes deeper inside 

villages. The current condition of proposed upgrading road line is laterite road, the road line is 

located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or 

environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category. 

25. Kiri Sakor road lines are located in Kaoh Sdach village, Kaoh Sdach commune, Kiri 

Sakor district in Kaoh Kong province. The road lines will be upgraded to RC road on the existing 

alignments, the proposed road widths are ranging from 1.5 meters to 3 meters with length of 

570 meters, connecting from the exist RC road, go inside villages. The current condition of 

proposed upgrading road line is deteriorated, it is bumpy, muddy dirty and rocky, the road line 
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is located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest 

or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category. 

26. Thma Bang road line is located in Koki Chrum village, Ruessei Chrum commune, 

Thma Bang district in Kaoh Kong province. The road line will be built on the existing laterite 

road alignments, the proposed road width is 5 meters with length of 346 meters, connecting 

from the exist RC road, goes deeper inside village. The current condition of proposed 

upgrading road line is laterite road, the road line is located mainly within the district town, and 

there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, 

historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. 

The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, 

social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated 

on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore 

these would be categorized as C category for environment. 

27. Ba Phnum road line is located in Cheu Kach village, Cheu Kach commune, Ba 

Phnum district in Prey Veng province. The road line will be built on the existing alignments, the 

proposed road widths are 5 and 4.5 meters with length of 563 meters, connecting from the 

exist RC road, goes deeper inside village. The current condition of proposed upgrading road 

line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the road line is 

located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or 

environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C in terms of 

environment. 

28. Kamchay Mear road line is located in Chour Ti Muoy village, Kranhung commune, 

Kamchay Mear district in Prey Veng province. The road line will be built on the existing 

alignments, the proposed road widths are 4 and 5 meters with length of 480 meters, connecting 

from the National Road No. 8 goes deeper inside village. The current condition of proposed 

upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the 

road line is located mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological 

interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the 

roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width 

of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category for 

environment. 

29. Kampong Trabaek road line is located in Kampong Trabaek village, Kampong 

Trabaek commune, Kampong Trabaek district in Prey Veng province. The road line will be built 

on the existing alignments, the proposed road widths are 4 and 5 meters with length of 300 

meters, connecting from the National Road No.1 goes deeper inside residents. The current 

condition of proposed upgrading road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, 

muddy and slippery, the road line is located mainly within the district town, and there is no 

protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and 

archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of 

impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social 

infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the 

flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these 

would be categorized as C category for environment. 
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30. Pea Reang road line is located in Russey Chuk village, Rokar commune, Pea Reang 

district in Prey Veng province. The road line will be built on the existing alignments, the 

proposed road width is 5 meters with length of 340 meters, connecting from the National Road 

No. 8 goes deeper inside village. The current condition of proposed upgrading road line is 

deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the road line is located 

mainly within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or 

environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be 

allowed rain water to free drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category for 

environment. 

31. Svay Antor road line is located in Sraloung 1, 2,3 and Talaeuk villages, Angkor-Tret 

commune, Svay Antor district in Prey Veng province. The road line will be built on the existing 

alignments, the proposed road widths are 4 and 5 meters with length of 6,122 meters, 

connecting from the exist AC road, goes deeper inside villages and rice fields. Mountainous 

sand road width is inside the existing alignment. The current condition of proposed upgrading 

road line is deteriorated and dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery. There is no 

protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and 

archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of 

impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social 

infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the 

flat terrain and elevated from rice field that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out, 

therefore these would be categorized as C category for environment. 

32. Sala Krau road line is located in Toul/Veal villages, Sala Krau commune, Sala Krau 

district in Pailin province. The road line will be built on the existing alignments, the proposed 

road width is 5 meters with length of 300 meters, connecting from the National Road No.59 

goes inside villages. The current condition of proposed upgrading road line is deteriorated and 

dilapidated status, it is bumpy, muddy and slippery, the road line is located mainly within the 

district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive 

areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no 

landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there 

is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The 

road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free 

drain out, therefore these would be categorized as C category for environment. 

 
III. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND CONSULTATIONS 

 
33. The safeguards consultant together with SNIF secretariat have been continued 

conducting the site visits, assessment, consultations and discussions with the involved 

districts, communes, villages as well as beneficiaries to complete their proposed subproject 

assessments. The consultations aimed to obtain from all stakeholders involved in these 

subproject proposals, their concerns, suggestions, recommendations and relevant ideas that 

may impact by the project civil work implementation. In addition, during meetings project 

information booklet (PIB) has disseminated to primary stakeholders included all beneficiaries’ 

road users/commuters and local authorities, circulated the PIB in the district offices, commune 

offices and villages/residents where the road lines will be upgrading. The following table is 

delineating a summary of consultations of 23 subprojects (after screening): 
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Summary minutes of public consulattion meetings 

Banan road line: currently it is earthen road, it is slippery and muddy during rainy seasons 

and dusty during dried seasons. The road line is located within the district town, and there 

is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, 

historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. 

The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 

utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line 

is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain 

out. The participants are concerned mainly about their access to their houses/residents 

during upgrading activities and after newly concrete casting, others concerns are about big 

truck passes through the road line. The local authorities as well as district project facilitating 

team (PFT) have mentioned to take action about these concerns, after concrete casting 

just only two or three days will allowing only bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer) to 

pass through, while cars/van may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three 

or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete 

casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 

heavy truck to pass through the road line. 

Phnum Proek road line: currently it is earthen road with muddy/slippery during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. This road line is located within the district town, 
and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, 
cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or 
UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 
utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is 

situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. 
The participants are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete 
casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through. The district project facilitating 
team (PFT) has responded to the concerns that a heavy truck is not allowed to traverse 
after concrete casting. The contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts 
to prevent the heavy truck to traversing through the road line. 

Chamkar Leu road line: currently it is earthen road with muddy during rainy seasons and 

dusty during dried seasons. The road line is located within the district town, and there is 

no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, 

historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. 

The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 

utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line 

is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain 

out. The participants are concerned about heavy truck passes through road line. The local 

authorities have mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to 

put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck pass through. 

Cheung Prey road line: currently It is earthen road with muddy during rainy seasons and 

dusty during dried seasons. Cheung Prey road line is located within the district town, and 

there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, 

historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. 

The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 

utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line 

is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain 

out. The participants are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete 

casting and about heavy truck traversed through the road line. The PFT has mentioned 

that after concrete casting the contractor has to put the concrete posts to prevent the big 

truck pass through. 
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Kampong Siem road line: it is earthen road with dusty during dried seasons, muddy and 
water puddle during rainy seasons. Kampong Siem road line is located within the district 
town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, 
cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or 
UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 
utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is 

situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. 
Ms. Chea Keav has raised her concern when will be built this road line as it is now difficult 
to traverse on it, during rainy season is muddy and water puddle. The working team has 
said that, we do not know when will be constructed so far. 

Kaoh Sotin road line: it is earthen road and muddy. During rainy seasons, mainly when 
the Mekong river water is going up this road line is inundated around one month for some 
years when the Mekong water is going up higher. Kaoh Sotin road line is located within the 
district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive 
areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no 
landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there 

is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. . The 
participants are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting. 
The local authorities mentioned that after concrete casting, the motorbike is allowed to 
traverse within 2 days and the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts 
to prevent the big truck. 

Srey Santhor road line: Currently It is earthen and rocky road with bumpy and dirty during 

rainy seasons and dusty during dry seasons. Srey Santhor road line is located within the 

district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental 

sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there 

is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road 

line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be 

damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed 

rain water to free drain out. The beneficiaries wished to access and using this RC road as 

soon as ready built, because they waiting longer time so far. 

Kandal Stueng road line: currently it is deteriorated/dilapidated laterite road and earthen 
road. This road line is located within the district town, and there is no protected area, no 
ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological 
areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger 
than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, 
amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and 

abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. The participants are concerned 
about their access to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about 
heavy truck pass through. District project facilitating team (PFT) have mentioned to about 
these concerns, after concrete casting just only two or three days, allowing only 
pedestrian, bicycles and motorbikes, and cars may allow to traverse after concrete casting 
period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that 
after concrete casting the contractor /subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to 
prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 

Khsach Kandal road line: Currently it is earthen road with muddy and slippery during 
rainy seasons and dusty during dried seasons. This road line is located within the district 
town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive 
areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no 
landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, 
there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be 
damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed 
rain water to free drain out. 

Kaoh Thom road line: currently it is earthen road with muddy and slippery during rainy 

seasons and dusty during dried seasons. This road line is located within the district town, 
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and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, 

cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines 

or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no 

public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The 

road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to 

free drain out. It is concerned about resident’s access to her/his households after newly 

concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through the road line. The 

PFT has indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by 

allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse 

after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also 

adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the 

concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 

Leuk Daek road line: currently it is earthen road with slippery and muddy during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. This road line is located within the district town, 
and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, 
cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or 
UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 
utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is 

situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. 
The participants are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete 
casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through. The local authorities have 
indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by allowing 
bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse after 
concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding 
mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete 
rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
Lvea Aem road line: currently it is deteriorated/dilapidated laterite road with dusty. This road 
line is located within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or 
environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 
lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 
proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 
will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated from 
residents plot of lands that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. Ms. Bunna also asking 
when the awarded contractor comes, does the contractor employs the villagers here as 
workers or skilled workers because my husbands ‘skills is skilled workers for construction 
works. 

Mukh Kampul road line: Currently it is earthen road with muddy and slippery during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. This road line is located within the district town, 
and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, 
cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or 
UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 
utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is 
situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out 

Angsnoul road line: currently it is earthen road with bumpy, muddy during rainy seasons and 
dusty during dried seasons. Angsnoul road line is located at out skirt of district town, and there 
is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical 
and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor 
of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social 
infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the 
flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. In connection 
with peoples’ concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting and 
other concerns about heavy truck pass through the road line. The local authorities have 
indicated about these concerns, because we have two detouring roads. after concrete casting 
just only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may 
allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and 
PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put 
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the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 

Ponhea Leu road line: currently current road situation is deteriorated laterite road with 

dusty, all beneficiaries wishing to have reinforced concrete road upgrading. The road line 

is located within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or 

environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or 

crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated 

that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. The participants are concerned about their 

access to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck 

pass through the road line. The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, that 

they are strictly monitor the implementation of civil works and after concrete casting just 

only few days by allowing just bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles 

may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local 

authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 

contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or 

big truck to pass through the road line. Many beneficiaries along the road line are eager to 

obtain the upgrading RC road and asking us when would be built this road line? 

Kiri Sakor road lines: Currently, those road lines are earthen and deteriorated/dilapidated 
concrete roads with bumpy and muddy. These road lines are located within the district town, 
and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, 
cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or 
UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 
utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is 
situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. 
Participants along the road lines are very welcomed and asking us when would be built these 
roads lines- we are waiting long times. 

Thma Bang road line: currently it is deteriorated/dilapidated laterite road with dusty. This 
road line is located within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological 
interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the 
roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width 
of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or 
crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that 

woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. Mr. Vann Chorn suggested adding that to 
awarded contractor when implementing his/her upgrading RC road shall have concrete 
casting one side and allowing one side for traffic. Once his completion of concrete casting 
of both sides also has putting the concrete rings (from the beginning and ending of RC 
road) to prevent the trucks pass through. 

Ba-Phnum road line: currently it is earthen road with muddy and dirty. This road line is 

located within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or 

environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or 

crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated 

that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. The participants are concerned about their 

access to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck 

pass through the road line. The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, after 

concrete casting just only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), 

medium vehicles may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. 

The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 

contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or 

big truck to pass through the road line. 
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Kamchhay Mear road line: currently it is earthen road with muddy and rain water flooding 

during rainy season. Kamchhay Mear road line is located within the district town, and there 

is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, 

historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. 

The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 

utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line 

is situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain 

out. The residents are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete 

casting. The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting 

just only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles 

may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local 

authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 

contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or 

big truck to pass through the road line. Beneficiaries along the road line are so welcomed 

and asking us when would be built this road line. 

Kampong Trabaek road line: currently it is earthen road with muddy and dusty. This road 

line is located within the district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest 

or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the 

roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the 

width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, 

trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit 

elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. Mr. Vuthy said that there is a 

detouring road, after concrete casting so commuters can take this detouring road 

professionally. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete 

casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 

heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 

Peareang road line: currently it is earthen road with bumpy, muddy and dusty. This road 

line is located within the district town and there is no protected area, no ecological interest 

or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the 

roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the 

width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, 

trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit 

elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. The participants are concerning 

about their access to households after newly concrete casting will be cope with the 

detouring road/by passing. The PFT has indicated about these concerns, after concrete 

casting just only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium 

vehicles may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The 

PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to 

put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the 

road line. 

Svay Anthor road line: currently it is earthen road with bumpy, muddy and dusty. This 

road line is located at out skirt of district town, and there is no protected area, no ecological 

interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along 

the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the 

width of proposed road line, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, 

trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is situated on the flat terrain and abit 

elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. There will not be taken borrow 

pits/borrow areas within here (along the road) because the mountainous sands have to 

bring from Chheu Kat Ba-Phnum mountain with licensing contractor that approved from 

the Ministry of Environment. Mr. Soun Sreng also suggested that after constructing the 
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL CATEGORIZATION 

 
34. SNIF Teams have conducted social and environmental safeguards by using tools in 

the SNIF Project Administration Manual and the EARF to assess environmental impacts and 

classify Category for Environment for the proposed subprojects. Project category is evaluated 

by the category of its most environmentally sensitive component, including direct, indirect, 

cumulative, and induced impacts in the project’s area of influence. The subprojects are 

classified according to ADB SPS 2009 as follows: 

 
Category A: A proposed project is classified as category A if it is likely to have 
significant adverse environmental impacts that are irreversible, diverse, or 
unprecedented. These impacts may affect an area larger than the sites or facilities 
subject to physical works. 

 
Category B: A proposed project is classified as category B if its potential adverse 
environmental impacts are less adverse than those of category A projects. These 
impacts are site-specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases mitigation 
measures can be designed more readily than for category A projects. 

 

Category C: A proposed project is classified as category C if it is likely to have minimal 
or no adverse environmental impacts. An EIA or IEE is not required, although 
environmental implications need to be reviewed. 

 

35. After the assessment, the Twenty-Three (23) subprojects were found out that the 

upgrading of proposed reinforced concrete roads and a mountainous sand road are out of 

watch lists of NCDD. The 23 road lines are located mainly within the district towns, they are 

shorter road lines, the present conditions of road lines are deteriorated/dilapidated, they are 

bumpy, muddy, slippery, dirty and dusty, and there is no protected area, no ecological interest 

or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ 

lengths, there is no landmines or UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of 

proposed road lines, there is no public utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops 

will not be damaged. The road lines are situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated from 

residents, and/or paddy rice that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. The participants 

are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting and other 

concerns about heavy truck pass through the road lines. The local authorities have indicated 

about these concerns, that they are strictly monitor the implementation of civil works and after 

road, the road signs, marks and guideposts shall be equipped in according with road 

technical aspects. 

Sala Krav road line: currently it is earthen road, slippery and muddy during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. This road line is located within the district town, 
and there is no protected area, no ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, 
cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lengths, there is no landmines or 
UXOs. The corridor of impact is larger than the width of proposed road line, there is no public 
utilities, social infrastructures, amenities, trees or crops will not be damaged. The road line is 

situated on the flat terrain and abit elevated that woul be allowed rain water to free drain out. 
The participants are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete 
casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through the road line. The local 
authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, 
by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to 
traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and 
PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/ subcontractor has 
to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the 
road line. 
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concrete casting just only few days by allowing just bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), 

medium vehicles may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. 

The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 

contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big 

truck to pass through the road line 

36. During construction phase, some short-term minor negative environmental impacts 

may occur in case of improper management. These impacts would include the location of 

worker’s camps, waste disposal, dust and noise. None of these impacts are expected to be 

significant, and these are only minimal impacts thus the subprojects are classified into 

Category C for Environemnt. If any, the Environmental Code of Conduct attached to bidding 

document has to be strictly implementing and mitigating the environmental issue occurring 

from the civil works implementation, the Environmental Code of Conduct has to translate into 

Khmer version sending to districts/subnational level, commune offices and coordinating and 

facilitating by SNIF safeguards involved officers/staff and safeguard consultant/specialist. 

 

V. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

 
37. A grievance redress mechanism (GRM) will be established at each participating District 

office for all matters related to any SNIF financed investments. The GRM will address all 

community concerns related to the subprojects. The District will appoint a complaints 

receiving officer (CRO) which will refer the grievance to the PFT and the relevant 

office/department in charge. 

 
38. The following GRM process consists of four escalating steps as following: 

 
a. Step 1: A grievance is submitted to the contractors, villages and commune, CRO by 
the Affected Person (AP). The CRO shall record the complaint in the SNIF Grievance log. 
Information about the plaintiff, the nature of grievance, resolution and case-manager from the 
District office shall be included. The CRO shall investigate the validity of the complaint and 
review potential solutions with the PFT and the relevant office/department in charge of the 
subproject. The CRO shall facilitate a meeting between the AP, representative of the PFT and 
the relevant office/department to a meeting to attempt to resolve the grievance within 15 days 
since receipt of the complaint. 

b. Step 2: Submissions that cannot be solved directly by the CRO can be referred to the 
Head of the District Council. In this case the CRO is responsible for presenting the case and 
the relevant documentation. The Head of the District Council will be responsible for 
investigating the validity of the complaint and review potential solutions with the PFT and the 
relevant office/department in charge of the subproject.  The Head  of  the  District  Council shall 
facilitate a meeting between the AP, representative of the PFT and the relevant 
office/department to a meeting to attempt to resolve the grievance within 20 days since receipt 
of the submission. 

 
c. Step 3: If the matter is of serious in nature and cannot be resolved at the District level 
(Step 1 and Step 2 as described above), the AP can escalate the grievance to the Provincial 
Governor. Provincial department investigates the complaint and then invites the AP, the CRO 
and PDEF to a meeting to attempt to resolve the grievance within 25 days since receipt of 
the submission. 

 

d. Step 4: If the grievance remains unresolved the AP may advance the grievance to 

the judicial level for final resolution and settlement. The AP may also choose to approach 

ADB under the Accountability Mechanism. 

 

39. The Grievance log shall be open for public insight and made available to the SNIF 

Secretariat upon request. The SNIF Secretariat will spot-check the Grievance log and 
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interview plaintiffs if necessary, as part of general monitoring functions. The following is the 

Grievance Redress Mechanism Chart or Procedure: 
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40. It is recognized that, in many cases, APs do not have the writing skills or being able 

to express their grievances verbally, however, APs are encouraged to seek assistance from 

the nominated local NGOs or other family members, village heads or community chiefs to 

have their grievances recorded in writing and to have access to other documentation, and to 

any survey or valuation of assets, to ensure that where disputes do occur all the details have 

been recorded accurately enabling all parties to be treated fairly. 

 

 
VI. PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

The following Environmental Code of Conduct (COC) is included as part of the Special Technical Specifications. 

 

Environmental Code of Conduct (COC) 

GENERAL 

The Environmental Code of Conduct will be part of the Technical Specifications and therefore will take precedence in any 

conflict with General Specifications. 

MEASUREMENT 

This item will not be measured separately; instead the Engineers will assess this if the Contractor or subcontractor have 
successfully met all the requirements based on the Specifications. 

PAYMENT 

Payment will be made as a lump sum for implementation during the construction. 

 

 

Note: 
 

*The classifications by degree of significance, which are defined as follows: 

 D1: Not significant-no impact from the project activity. 

 D2: Small impact-low probability of occurrence and low magnitude of any 
impact occurring on the environment. 

 D3: Moderate impact–moderate probability of occurrence and moderate 
magnitude of any impact occurring on the environment. 

 D4: Major impact–high probability of occurrence and high magnitude of any 
impact occurring on the environment. 

 (+) = Beneficial impact 
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6.1. Environmental Code of Conduct (COC) for subproject category C: 
 

Potential 
impacts and 
issues 

Nature of Impacts *Significa 
nce 

Duration Mitigation measures and/or 
safeguards 

Costs Who implements Who supervises 

Design and Pre-construction 

The subproject 
is impacted by 
future climate 
change 

 Increased temperatures 
may lead to increased 
weather resilience (WR), 
affecting Reinforced 
Concrete (RC) roads and 
mountainous sand road 
infrastructures. 

 Increased rainfall may 
cause flooding and 
emerging road 
infrastructures and 
damaged them. 

D3 Long-term Alternative designs for reinforced 
concrete roads and mountainous 
sand roads will incorporated all 
relevant recommendations, 
specifications and guidelines to 
tailor the type of RC roads and 
mountainous sand roads. 

Included in the 
program cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 

Grievance 
Redress 
Mechanism 
(GRM) 

 Districts through its 
existing 
commune/Sangkat 
complaint mechanism 
with transparent box. 
SNIF schedules to train 
PFT and confirms the 
GRM in each district 
subproject. 

D1 Short-term Immediate action for any 
complaint regarding road 
infrastructure upgrading 

Includes in the 
program cost 

Likely affected 
person from road 
upgrading 

local authorities- 
village/commune/di 
strict 

Construction 

Dust generation  Dust caused by the 
transportation of 
construction materials and 
goods (contractors and/or 
commuters/passengers/dri 
vers operators) 

D2 Short-term The Contractor/subcontractor 
will be required to formulate 
and implement a Dust Program 
that includes spraying of water 
on roads and work areas within 
villages close to the road. 

Included in the 
program cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 
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Potential 
impacts and 
issues 

Nature of Impacts *Significa 
nce 

Duration Mitigation measures and/or 
safeguards 

Costs Who implements Who supervises 

    Vehicles transporting materials 
should be covered with tarpaulin 
or similar material 

   

Noise and 
vibration 

 Noise caused by the 
concentration of 
machinery (if any) 
working in an area and 
the transporting of 
construction materials 
and goods can cause a 
range of impacts from 
nuisance to health 
problems and disrupting 
to common services. 

D2 Short-term The Contractor/subcontractor 
should consider proper 
scheduling of construction 
activities particularly in sensitive 
areas. There is no 
implementation of construction 
work at night time. Acoustic 
barriers or enclosures for working 
areas should be provided. 

Included in the 
program cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 

Generation of 
wastes, (waste 
water and solid 
waste) 

 The solid wastes are 
caused mainly from/by 
camp sites, kitchen, 
human waste, and 
debris of construction 
materials. 

D2 Short-term 
Contractor/subcontractor should 
formulate and implement a 
Waste Management Plan. 

This should include: 

 implement waste 
segregation 
(recyclables/biodegradable/ 
residual wastes) 

 designate an appropriate 
location as temporary 
staging area for 
excavated materials and 
other waste 

 provide sufficient 
garbage containers in 
the construction 
camps sites and at 
work places. 

 regular disposal of wastes 
to an approved landfill or 
site should be 

Included in the 
program cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 
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Potential 
impacts and 
issues 

Nature of Impacts *Significa 
nce 

Duration Mitigation measures and/or 
safeguards 

Costs Who implements Who supervises 

    implemented 

 provide sanitary facilities 
for staff and workers; 
this should be cleaned 
and maintained regularly 

 Upon completion of 
construction works, 
camps sites and work 
sites used should be 
restored to its original or 
better condition. 

   

Traffic 

management 

Traffic congestion occurs 

during civil work 

implementation such as 

materials stockpiling, 

reinforcement and concrete 

casting activities. 

D2 Short-term The contractor/subcontractor 
should formulate Traffic 
Management Plan. This should 
include the following: 

i) oriented their drivers 
or equipment operators 
to comply with the 
required speed limit. (ii) 
Driving at low speeds, 
especially in populated 
areas-market, school, 
hospital... (iii) Keeping 
the roadway or bypass 
accessible to commuters 
to avoid traffic jams and 
follow lance. (iv) Parking 
at designated areas. 

(v) The contractor/sub- 
contractor should 
employ flag persons to 
manage the traffic and 
closely coordinate with 
local authorities for 
traffic management 

Included in the 
program cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 
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Potential 
impacts and 
issues 

Nature of Impacts *Significa 
nce 

Duration Mitigation measures and/or 
safeguards 

Costs Who implements Who supervises 

Community 
Environmental 
Health and 
Safety (EHS) 

 Causing by 
construction plant and 
equipment operations 
during civil work 
implementations 

D2 Short-term 
 The contractor should 

prepare a Community 
Environmental Health and 
Safety Plan which should be 
developed in consultation 
with affected communities 
and local authorities. 

 
 Restrict access to the 

construction site, 
barricades, night 
lighting and signage on 
open trenches and 
excavation areas (if 
any). 

 
 Install traffic/warning 

signs like “safety first, 
under construction” at 
the construction area 

 Keep the roadway or 
bypass accessible to 
commuters to avoid traffic 
jam/congestion 

 Park at designated area. 

 Detour road should be 
provided and accessible 
to commuters (if any) 

 

 Workers need to be aware 
of the following general 
rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs 
on-site; (ii) prevent 
excessive noise; (iii) no 
illegal activities such as, but 
not limited to gambling, and 
hunting farm animals in the 

 Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 
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Potential 
impacts and 
issues 

Nature of Impacts *Significa 
nce 

Duration Mitigation measures and/or 
safeguards 

Costs Who implements Who supervises 

    area; (iv) trespassing on 
private/commercial 
properties adjoining the site 
is forbidden; (v) no littering 

   

Occupational 
Environmental 
Health and 
Safety 
(OEHS) 

Staff and workers 
Occupational 
Environmental Health and 
Safety 

during operations of civil 
works implementations 

D2 Short-term 
 The occupational safety 

plan should have provisions 
on (i) providing personal 
protective equipment (PPE) 
like hard hats, safety 
gloves, ear mufflers to all 
workers; (ii) providing 
occupational health and 
safety training to all workers 
(i.e. first aid measures, 
prevention of malaria, 
diarrhea, HIV/AIDS); 

 A trained first aid personnel 
and health facility should be 
provided on site and in 
camp site. 

 Potable water and sanitary 
facilities should be provided 
to workers and staff. 

 The contractor/ 
subcontractor should 
incorporate on the health 
and safety plan the 
education of workers and 
staff about sexually 
transmitted disease (if any). 

Included in the 
program cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 

 

Generation of 
employment 

 Skilled/Unskilled workers 
are needed/created 
during the lifespan of 
civil work 
implementations 

(+) Short-term The contractor/subcontractor 
should employ from local 

Included in 
construction 
cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
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Potential 
impacts 
and issues 

Nature of 
Impacts 

*Signi
fica 
nce 

Dura
tion 

Mitigation measures and/or safeguards Costs Who implements Who supervises 

    villages/communes including woman unskilled workers!  Environmental 
Safeguards 

(PFT) and SNIF 
secretariat 
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COVID-19  COVID-19 
pandemic 

D4 Long-
term 

 The contractor will provide safe, suitable and comfortable 

accommodation, kitchen, dining and sanitary facilities (toilet and 

bath); with an ample supply of clean water and the bathrooms 

have liquid soap provided for hand washing. 

 First aid supplies and personal protected equipment (PPE) will be 

provided for workers including face masks.  

 Camp surroundings will be kept clean to prevent the spread of 

other vermin and insect vectors of disease. 

 A trained H & S officer will be designated by the contractor to 

ensure the proper implementation of the environment, health and 

safety programs and induction and training of the workforce during 

the construction phase.  

 For security and to maintain order in the camp and to avoid social 

conflicts with the local residents, camp rules will be strictly 

enforced including a nighttime curfew. 

 The contractors H&S plans will be updated to reflect the risk 

mitigation measures in respect of CoVID-19 and these need to be 

reviewed by Environment Safeguard Specialist to provide 

recommendations to the PCU/Contractor (H & S Officer) and to 

monitor the implementation of these H&S plans.  

 Special precautions will be included to provide for enhanced 

cleanliness on site for the workers and ensuring that over-

crowding of dormitories and canteen facilities are avoided to 

enable adequate social distancing and regularly disinfected.  

 The hiring of local unskilled labor from within the villages will be 

maximized to avoid the importation of laborers from other areas, 

and for skilled workers who are not from the area they should 

avoid close interaction with residents in the villages.  

 All persons who are working on the construction site will be 

advised to immediately report any symptoms of CoVID-19 to the 

site manager/H&S Officer immediately and make arrangements to 

self-isolate to avoid the risk of spreading infection.  

 The H&S Officer at the construction site will be equipped with a 

digital thermometer to enable them to regularly check the 

temperatures of anyone who shows symptoms. 

Included in 
the program 
cost 

Contractor/    
subcontractors’  
Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 
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Operations and maintenance 

Road 
maintenance 
(after
 newl
y concrete  
casting of RC 
roads) 

The 
vehicles (all 
types/kinds) 
will traverse 
on the 
reinforced 
concrete 
(RC) road 
after 
newly/imme
diately 
concrete 
casting. 

D3 Short-
term 

1. Pouring water onto RC road/and use the materials absorbing 

water to cover and maintain humidity for two weeks. 

2. Use concrete rings/concrete posts to prevent/barricade the 

vehicles/truck traversing through RC roads (at least for 45 days 

after concrete casting). For trailers/carts will allow to use RC 

road after 28 days of concrete casting. For bicycles/ motorbikes 

(without trailers) are allowed to use the RC road after concrete 

casting few days (i.e. 3 days) 

Included
 
in 
construction 
cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)   and    SNIF 
secretariat 

Road safety Regular 
commuters
/passenger
s
 
and drivers  
traversing  
along   the 
road lines 

D2 Short-
term 

Providing sufficient road signage, warning ahead of road 

construction and upgrading. 

Provides flat persons to manage the traffic during 

construction 

Included
 
in 
construction 
cost 

Contractor/subcontr 
actors’  Social  and 
Environmental 
Safeguards 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team 
(PFT)    and    SNIF 
secretariat 
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VII. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PLAN 

41. This section presents the Environmental Monitoring Plan for primary stakeholders- 

Districts’ Project Facilitation Team to monitoring-, and spot checking by SNIF secretariat 

safeguards involved staff. The following is the table delineated the Environmental Monitoring 

Plan: 
 

What will be 
monitoring 

Place for 
monitoring 

How to monitor When 
monitoring will 

be done 

Who will be 
responsible for 

monitoring? 

Dust 200-meter radius 
from construction 
site/road line 

Auditory 
observation; 
feedback from 
villagers living along 
the proposed RC 
road line 

Weekly observation Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team (PFT) 
and SNIF 

Noise and 
vibrations 

200-meter radius 
from construction 
site/road line 

Auditory 
observation; 
monthly reporting 

Weekly observation Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team (PFT) 
and SNIF 

Solid waste Road construction 
site; MRF used by 
contractor 

Consultation with 
local authorities; 
monthly reporting 
on waste 
segregation and 
management 

Weekly observation Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team (PFT), 
and SNIF secretariat 

Sanitation Road construction 
site 

Visual observation; 
monthly reporting 

Prior to start of 
construction; daily 
observations 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team (PFT) 
and SNIF 

Safety and 
occupational 
health 

Road construction 
site 

Visual observation; 
consultation with 
district and SNIF 
monthly reporting 

Weekly Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team (PFT) 
and SNIF 

Traffic 
management 

Road construction 
site and roads 
within the vicinity 

Visual observation; 
consultation with 
districts and SNIF; 
monthly reporting 

Weekly Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team (PFT) 
and SNIF 

Road 
maintenance 
(newly concrete 
casting) 

Road construction 
site 

Visual observation; 
reports from local 
authorities; 
beneficiaries 

Daily, after concrete 
casting for the 
period of 45 days 

Districts’ Project 
Facilitation Team (PFT) 
and SNIF 

COVID-19-
pandemic 

Road construction 
site/civil works 
implementation 

Visual observation 
on PPE- particularly 
face mask 
Temperature check 
and testing (if any), 
using infrared 
thermometer 

 

Daily Worked 
day at site 

Awarded 
contractor/sub-
contractor 
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7.1. Institutional Arrangements and Responsibilities 

 
42. The District Site Supervisor/PFT will be responsible for ensuring 

contractor/subcontractors’ compliance with the agreed Environmental Code of Conduct. In 

addition, project consultants will oversee compliance during periodic monitoring visits at 

construction sites. 

43. The SNIF Secretariat with support from project consultants will update the construction 

site checklist, environmental design criteria based on findings from project implementation and 

supervision. Updates will be provided to ADB for review and approval. The table below 

indicated the institutional responsibilities for implementation of environmental code of conduct 

(ECOC): 

 

Responsibilities for environemental code of conduct 

Agency Responsibilities 

SNIF secretariat, 
safeguards involved staff 

Executing Agency 

 Ensure that sufficient funds are available to properly 
implement the environmental code of conduct (ECOC) 

 Ensure that project implementation complies with the 
provisions of the ECOC, ADB SPS 2009, applicable 
environmental policies and guidelines and submission of 
semi-annual safeguards monitoring reports to ADB to 
uploading onto her website. 

Safeguards consultant, 
assisting SNIF secretariat 

S/he will have the following responsibilities: (i) inclusion of 
environmental code of conduct (ECOC) in bidding 
documents and other applicable contracts; (ii) 
implementation of environmental code of conduct (ECOC) 
and EMoP during the upgrading, operation and maintenance 
activities of road lines; (iii) review and monitoring of the 
OHSP and CHSP; and (iv)submission of semi-annual 
safeguards monitoring reports to ADB. 

Subnational level/district 
PFT and technical officers 

Implementing agency 

 Responsible for the overall responsibilities for the 
implementation of environmental code of conduct 
(ECOC) and EMoP and other requirements stated in the 
environmental safeguards screening report. 

Contractor/subcontractor  Provide sufficient funding and human resources for the 
implementation of environmental code of conduct 
(ECOC). 

 Ensure proper and timely implementation of the 
mitigation measure during the construction phase of the 
project. 

 Submit and implement OHS and CHS plans to PFT/SNIF 

 Implement additional environmental mitigation 
measures, as necessary 

 

44. Costs related to subproject selection and categorization, and implementation of the 

environment guidelines (including progress reporting and monitoring) by the SNIF Secretariat 

will be included as part of counterpart financing for implementing agency staff, and consulting 

costs for program consultants. Cost related to the implementation the Environmental Code of 

Conduct will be borne by contractors/subcontractors. 
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7.2. Capacity Building 

 
45. To strengthen the capacity of safeguards implementators mainly the environmental 

code of conduct and environmental monitoring plan (EMoP) the safeguards training and 

awareness of SNIF safeguards involved staff and subnational level/district officers, 

contractors/subcontractors will be designed. SNIF safeguards involved staff may need to 

strengthening the capacity building first before imparting to the subnational level, and the 

training will focus on (i) ADB’s SPS 2009; (ii) implementation of environmental code of conduct 

and environmental monitoring plan (iii) on occupational and community health safety plans and 

(iv) semi-annual safeguards reporting. The capacity building, training, and orientation activities 

will be delivered before and during the commencement of the road upgrading activities. 

 

VIII. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
 

8.1 Environmental Mapping 

46. The first stage of environmental impact assessmemt need to draw the environmental 

mapping of a subproject, containing an information of physical and biological environmental of 

the subproject. A facilitator or coordinator of the environmental impact assessment meeting, 

first has to draw the environmental mapping in flipchart (A0 size) and then draw/copies into A4 

size for the report after discussion. The key information of environmental mapping consisted 

of topographic coordinators (x=…,y=…), land pattern and land use, forest and wetlands, 

cultural/historical/archealogical sites, access road, water resources, flooding seasons, 

residential area and water usage, protected area, biodiversity and indigenouse peoples etc. 

Please review the environmental mapping of each subproject in the environmental impact 

assessment/checklists in annex-1: 

 

8.2 Rapid Environmental Assessment, Environmental Impact Analysis and Preliminary 
Climate Risk Screening 

47. The current conditions of proposed upgrading of 23 road lines are deteriorated and 

dilapidated roads, dirty, dusty, muddy and slippery, they are located mainly within the district 

towns. The commuters and passengers are difficult to traverse along the road lines; the dusts 

could annoy not only commuters or passengers but also the inhabitants along the road lines. 

Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the 

upgrading of shorter reinforced concrete roads and mountainous sand road will only be 

temporary/short-term impacting, localized, that can be easily avoided/negligible or minimized. 

Environmental Code of Conduct (ECOC), detailing the potential impacts during upgrading 

phase as well as the institutional responsibilities to address the environmental impacts will be 

incorporated in the contract agreement for contractors/subcontractors to follow and 

implementing. The followings are the summary of environmental impact assessments: 

 
Biological and Physical Environments 

48. The upgrading road activities are located mainly within district downs and/or populated 

areas and there are no protected areas, areas of ecological interest or environmental sensitive 

areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas along the roads’ lenghts. 

Dust: 
 

49. The road upgrading activities may generate dust and gaseous pollutants. Dust 

generation is usually caused by a combination of on-site excavation and movement of earth 

materials, contact of construction equipment and machinery with bare soil, and exposure of 

bare soil and soil piles to wind. Excavation and backfilling works will also give rise to the 

increase in ground level concentration of total suspended particulate matter (TSP). 

50. To minimize the impacts on air quality, the following measures shall be implemented 

by the contractor/subcontractor: (1). Water spraying on road surface and work areas, as 
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necessary, especially during dry weather; (2). Place stockpiled soil in areas shielded from 

prevailing winds; (3). Truck carrying sands, soil, stone, mountainouse sand and other loose 

materials should be covered with tarpaulin; and vehicles and equipment used during 

construction must be properly maintained and in good condition to ensure optimal 

performance. Also, all vehicles and equipment used in the construction activities shall have 

valid certifications indicating compliance to vehicle emission standards. (4). Ensure that truck 

tires, particularly for trucks carrying soil from excavation sites and construction areas, are 

cleaned to avoid spread of soil/dirt on roads which may cause muddy or dusty conditions during 

wet or dry periods, respectively. 
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Noise and Vibration 
 

51. The major sources of noise and vibration are from the operation of earth scarifying, 

earth moving and excavation equipment, concrete mixers, cranes; and transporting equipment, 

materials and people. 

52. Noise and vibration from the upgrading activities may cause disruption of sensitive 

receptors (i.e. school, hospitals, pagoda, place of worship). Also, noise and vibration due to 

the movement of vehicles along the access road may potentially result to nuisance. To 

minimize noise and vibration impacts. 

53. The following measures shall be implemented by the contractor/subcontractor: 

Planning activities in road upgrading with local authorities so that activities with the greatest 

potential to generate noise and vibration are planned during periods of the day that will result 

in least disturbance; road upgrading activities will be avoided during nigh time, and religious or 

cultural events in close proximity to the roadside such as Friday prayers, temple festivals and 

weddings; all construction equipment and vehicles shall be well maintained, regularly 

inspected for noise emissions, and shall be fitted with muffler and other appropriate noise 

suppression equipment consistent with applicable national and local regulations; impose 

speed limits on construction vehicles to minimize emissions along areas where sensitive 

receptors are located (i.e. temples, hospitals, schools, houses, place of worship), truck driver 

and equipment operators shall avoid the use horns unless it is necessary to warn other road 

users or animals of the vehicle’s approach. 

Generation of Solid Wastes 
 

54. The solid wastes that may be generated from the road upgrading activities are the 

following: (i) construction wastes such excess excavated earth (spoils), discarded construction 

materials, cement bags, wood, steel, oils, fuels and other similar items; and (ii) domestic 

wastes such as food wastes, paper, plastic bag, and plastic bottles. 

55. Improper solid waste management could cause odor and vermin problems, air 

pollution, risks to health and safety, flow obstruction of nearby watercourses and could 

negatively impact the landscape. 

56. The following mitigation measures to minimize impacts from waste generation shall be 

implemented by the contractor/subcontractor: Construction materials and stockpiles of soils 

should be covered to reduce material loss; stockpiles, lubricants, fuels, and other materials 

should be located away from steep slopes and water bodies and kept in adequately protected 

areas; avoid stockpiling any excess spoils. Excess excavated soils should be disposed to 

approved designated areas; Domestic solid wastes should be properly segregated in 

biodegradable and non-biodegradable for collection and disposal to solid waste disposal site 

or landfill approved by local authorities; Prohibit open burning and littering or disposal of solid 

wastes into canals, rivers and other watercourses; Residual and hazardous wastes such as 

oils, fuels, and lubricants shall be disposed in disposal sites approved by local authorities; All 

types of solid wastes must be disposed properly into waste bins for temporary storage before 

transporting them to be disposed into dump site or landfill approved by local authorities. The 

awarded contractor/subcontractor must provide sufficient waste bins at construction areas. 

Kitchen wastes including left-over food and other organic wastes should be separated. These 

could be used by villagers as animal feeds or as fertilizer. Plastic bags and plastic bottles 

should be segregated for re-use or recycling. 

Quarry and Borrow Sites 
 

57. The following measures shall be implemented at quarry and borrow sites to minimize 

impacts on water quality, reduce dust emission during transport, minimize soil erosion and 

siltation of nearby water courses and avoid damage to productive land and ecologically 

sensitive areas. If contractor/subcontractor procures materials from existing burrow pits and 
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quarries, ensure that these conform to all relevant regulatory requirements; Borrow areas and 

quarries (if these are being opened up exclusively for the project) must comply with 

environmental requirements, as applicable. Borrow areas and quarries must not be located in 

ecologically and culturally protected areas. 

58. The contractor/subcontractor has to use only licensed borrow operators and borrow 

areas. There will be no side borrow permitted, unless agreed to with roadside 

residents/inhabitants. The Svay Anthor road line is mountainous sand upgrading, the borrow 

area is in Ba Phnum mountain which is awarded contractor/subcontractor may access and 

obtaining from license owner there/contractor. 

Traffic Management 
 

59. Construction activities may result to an increase in movement of heavy vehicles for the 

transport of materials and equipment. Aside from the generation of noise and dust on hauling 

routes, the movement of construction vehicles will disrupt normal traffic patterns and expose 

the local community to risk of injury or accidents. 

60. The following measures shall be implemented by the awarded contractor/subcontractor 

to minimize such impacts: Using locally sourced materials, whenever possible, to minimize 

transport distances; the contractor/subcontractor should closely coordinate with local 

authorities and the district facilitating team (PFT) for traffic management; regular maintenance 

of vehicles and use of manufacturer approved parts to minimize potentially serious accidents 

caused by malfunction or premature failure; the contractor/subcontractor must select duly 

licensed drivers with good track record; The contractor/subcontractor should require its drivers 

to drive following national traffic policy and at lower speeds when passing through built-up and 

residential areas. The contractor/subcontractor must ensure that vehicles are regularly 

maintained and in good working condition. The contractor/subcontractor should regularly 

inform the local authorities and the district project facilitating team (PFT) on project construction 

schedule and location. 

Occupational Health and Safety 
 

61. The proposed RC road upgrading activities may cause harm and danger to the lives 

and welfare of workers. The contractor/subcontractor should prepare occupational health and 

safety plan (OHSP) which will be part of the contractor’s contract documents. The occupational 

safety plan should have provisions on (i) providing personal protective equipment (PPE) like 

hard hats, safety gloves, ear mufflers to all workers; (ii) providing occupational health and 

safety training to all workers (i.e. first aid measures, prevention of malaria, diarrhea, HIV/AIDS); 

(iii) documenting safety procedures to be followed for all road upgrading site activities; (iv) 

maintaining records of accident and the corrective actions implemented; and (v) emergency 

response plan during fire, earthquake and other incidents. 

Community, Health and Safety 
 

62. Management strategies must be implemented to protect the communities along the 

proposed upgrading road lines from physical, chemical, or other hazards associated with the 

road upgrading activities. Risks may arise from unauthorized entry at the upgrading roads, or 

excavations and structures which may pose falling and entrapment hazards. Recommended 

measures to mitigate these risks, whenever applicable, include: The contractor/subcontractor 

should prepare a Community Health and Safety Plan (CHSP) which should be developed in 

consultation with affected villagers/communities, local authorities along the road lines and the 

district project facilitating team (PFT). The CHSP should include specific emergency response 

procedures and preparedness, communication systems and protocols, interaction with local 

emergency and health authorities and provision of emergency service vehicles. Restrict 

access to the construction site, through administrative controls, including the provision of the 

barricades, night lighting and signage on open trenches and excavation areas; Posting warning 
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signs and information from the beginning and ending of road lines upgrading on public safety 

hazards and emergency contact information; Members of the local community will be given 

priority for employment in the road upgrading activities. This will have the added benefit of 

avoiding social problems usually encountered when workers are sourced from other provinces; 

and workers need to be aware of the following general rules: (i) no alcohol/drugs on-site; (ii) 

prevent excessive noise; (iii) no illegal activities such as, but not limited to gambling, and 

hunting farm animals in the area; (iv) trespassing on private/commercial properties adjoining 

the site is forbidden; (v) prohibit guns and other weapons. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 
 
63. The proposed upgradings of roads infrastructures at subnational levels/districts are 

expected to provide huge benefits, in terms of good environment, safe, easy, fast and cost 

efficient travel to inhabitants and commuters plying these routes lines. Improving inhabitants’ 

health and livelihood. While the environmental impacts will be anticipated minor or negligible 

negative impacts such as dust, noise, and solid waste. The mountainous sand road upgrading, 

the borrow area is in Ba Phnum mountain which is awarded contractor/subcontractor may 

access and obtaining materials from license owner there. There is no protected areas, areas of 

ecological interest or environmental sensitive areas, cultural, historical and archeological areas 

along the roads’ lengths. 

64. The environmental mitigation measures and environmental monitoring plan, as 

presented in the environmental code of conduct attaching to the bidding documents must be 

implemented, including Traffic Management, Occupational Health and Safety, and Community, 

Health and Safety and COVID-19 managing risk and prevention has included in the civil work 

implementation of SNIF subprojects. 

65. . Good cooperation between all stakeholders, especially SNIF secretariat, PFTs and 

local authorities should be undertaken. Consultation with the local auhtorities should be 

implemented, therefore, the implementers can update concerns and issues during upgrading 

and operations. 

66. Based on the findings of the environmental assessment, the roads upgrading will have 

only very minimal impact on environment but those are very easily managed through the COC. 

67. The following are results of the assessments of environmental impacts of twenty-three 

(23) subprojects by using the ADB REA Checklist in annex-1: 
 
 

 
Annex-1: Rapid Environmental Assessment Completion, Environmental Impact Assessment, 
Environmental Impact Analysis, and Preliminary Climate RIsk SCreening 
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Banan: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Banan-Upgrading RC road, Length=800m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

A.  Is the location of this project on the NCDD 
environmental watch list? 

 
√ 

It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

b. Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the 
following environmentally sensitive areas? 

- Wetlands 
- Mangrove 
- Estuarine 

  

 
√ 

 

None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

c. Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential 
loss/damage to physical cultural resources? 

  
√ 

None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

d.   Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology 
(e.g. sensitive or protected areas)? 

 
√ 

None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

e.   Will the project cause alteration of surface water 
hydrology of waterways resulting in increased sediment 
in streams affected by increased soil erosion at 
construction site? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

f. Will the project cause deterioration of surface water 
quality due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from 
worker-based camps and chemicals used in 
construction? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

g.   Will the project cause increased air pollution due to 
project construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

h.   Will the project noise and vibration due to project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
i. Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal 

in construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's 
and HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

j. Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats 
for diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes 
and rodents? 

  
√ 

Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

k. Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased 
burden on social infrastructure and services (such as 
water supply and sanitation systems)? 

  

√ 

 

Not anticipated. It  is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

l. Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, 
chemical, biological, and radiological hazards during 
project construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

m.  Will the project risks to community health and safety due 
to the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of 
materials such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals 
during construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

n.   Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or 
where their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  
 

 
√ 

 
 

 
Not anticipated 

 
 
 

o.   Will the project generation of solid waste and/or 
hazardous waste? 

  
 
 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

p.   Will the project use of chemicals? 
 

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 
 

 
q.   Will the project generation of wastewater during 

construction or operation? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

r. Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
 

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 
s. Will the project subject to flooding area 

  
√ 

Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 

t. If the answer to any of the questions in this section is 
YES an Environmental Impact Assessment which 
includes an Environmental Management Plan and an 
Environmental Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared 
and attached. Has these documents been attached? 

 
 

√ 

 Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

 

Banan: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Battambang Commune: Chheu Teal 

 

District 
Banan Commune GIS Code: 20104 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=800m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 
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Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

20 November 2018/7 Aug 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Sem Vanno 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 13 + 2 7 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmetal Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 

The road line will be built on the existing alignments, connecting from Provincial 
Road No. 1571 goes inside the villages. Currently it is earthen road with muddy 
and slippery during rainy seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Anticipated 
environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising 
from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will 
affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The inhabitants/ 
beneficiaries are concerned mainly about their access to their 
houses/residents after newly concrete casting, others concerns are about big 
truck pass through the road line. The local authorities as well as district 
facilitating team (PFT) have mentioned to take action about these concerns, 
after concrete casting just only two or three days will allowing only bicycles and 
motorbikes (without trailer) to pass through, while cars/van may allow to 
traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local 
authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 
heavy truck to pass through the road line. After building, it is expected that, 
there will be none dust during dried season and no slippery during rainy 
seasons. It is hoped that there will be more international tourists touring across 
this road line, visiting villages, tree fruits and vegetables. Beneficiaries along 
the road line are so welcomed and asking us during meeting when would be 
built this road line? 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 
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Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 
 

Date: 20 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Banan: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 

2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 20 November 2018 Date: 20 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date:  20 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Leng Chan Thorn Banan M 49 district deputy governor 095228081 

2 Ny Chhean Banan M 71 district councilor 095265103 

3 Sem Vanno Banan M 49 district technical officer 092892744 

4 Theam Chan Thou Banan F 31 deputy chief of 
procurement 

0975875595 

5 Srengseng Heak Banan M 35 Comm/Sang planning 011344417 

6 Chum Sate Panha Banan M 32 officer planning 092623133 

7 Leng Chan Thorn Banan M 49 district deputy governor 095228081 

8 Ny Chhean Banan M 71 district councilor 095265103 

9 Sem Vanno Banan M 49 district technical officer 092892744 

10 Theam Chan Thou Banan F 31 deputy chief of 0975875595 

11 Srengseng Heak Banan M 35 Commune/Sang planning 011344417 

12 Roeuy Chamroeun Banan M 49 Gendre Armries/PM 012862286 

13 Kong Sotheavy Kampong Chhlang F 45 Inhabitant 
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Phnum Proek: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Phnum Proek-Upgrading RC road, Length=585m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD 
environmental watch list? 

 
√ 

It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the 
following environmentally sensitive areas? 

- Wetlands 
- Mangrove 
- Estuarine 

  

 
√ 

 

None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential 
loss/damage to physical cultural resources? 

  
√ 

None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology 
(e.g. sensitive or protected areas)? 

 
√ 

None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water 
hydrology of waterways resulting in increased sediment 
in streams affected by increased soil erosion at 
construction site? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water 
quality due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from 
worker-based camps and chemicals used in 
construction? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project cause increased air pollution due to 
project construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project noise and vibration due to project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal 
in construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's 
and HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats 
for diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes 
and rodents? 

  
√ 

Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased 
burden on social infrastructure and services (such as 
water supply and sanitation systems)? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, 
chemical, biological, and radiological hazards during 
project construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due 
to the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of 
materials such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals 
during construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or 
where their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  
 

 
√ 

 
 

 
Not anticipated 

 
 
 

Will the project generation of solid waste and/or 
hazardous waste? 

  
 
 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
 

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 
 

 
Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to  prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

 
Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 

  
√ 

Participants have 
reported that there is no 
landmines/UXO in site 

 
Will the project subject to flooding area 

  
√ 

Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is 
YES an Environmental Impact Assessment which 
includes an Environmental Management Plan and an 
Environmental Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared 
and attached. Has these documents been attached? 

 
 

√ 

 Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

Phnum Proek: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Battambang Commune: Pech Chenda 

 

District 
Phnum Proek Commune GIS Code: 21102 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=585m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 
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Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

19 November 2018/19 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Moeung Chan Thy 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 7 + 1 1 7 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

 

 
 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 

 

The road line will be upgrading on the existing alignments with width of 6 
meters, connecting from National Road No. 59 goes inside the village. 
Currently it is earthen road with muddy/slippery during rainy seasons and 
dusty during dried seasons. Anticipated environmental impacts on the 
physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC road 
will only be temporary/shorter, localized, and will affect tiny area, that can 
be easily avoided or minimized. The villagers are concerned about their 
access to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns 
about heavy truck pass through. The district facilitating team (PFT) has 
responded to the concerns that, the heavy truck is not allowed to traverse 
after concrete casting. The contractor/subcontractor has to put the 
concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck to traversing through the 
road line. The villagers living along the road line have reported that there 
is no landmines/UXOs. After building, it is expected that, there will be none 
dust during dried season and no muddy during rainy seasons. Beneficiaries 
along the road line are eager to obtain and access the road line and asking 
us when would be built this road line. 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 
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Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 19 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Phnum Proek: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
3. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 

4. Short-term Impacts on Environment 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 

Country/Project Title:  CAM-  Decentralized Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 19 November 2018 Date: 19 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date:  19 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Moeung Chan Thy Phnum Proek M 34 Vice chief of district 
procurement 

092249776 

2 Nup Sat Pech Chenda M 64 Commune chief 012540559 

3 Mom Vanna Phnum Proek M - Chief off of commune 
planning 

0979991878 

4 De Van Neang Pech Chenda M 44 Commune clerk 017773324 

5 Mei Dy Pech Chenda F 65 first commune deputy chief 0886826152 

6 Mot Panha Phnum Touch M 26 villager 092375066 

7 Neak Paeng Phnum Touch M 62 village chief 0977940666 

8 
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Chamkar Leu: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Chamkar Leu-Upgrading RC road, Length=524m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD 
environmental watch list? 

 
√ 

It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the 
following environmentally sensitive areas? 

- Wetlands 
- Mangrove 
- Estuarine 

  

 
√ 

 

None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential 
loss/damage to physical cultural resources? 

  
√ 

None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology 
(e.g. sensitive or protected areas)? 

 
√ 

None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water 
hydrology of waterways resulting in increased sediment 
in streams affected by increased soil erosion at 
construction site? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water 
quality due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from 
worker-based camps and chemicals used in 
construction? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project cause increased air pollution due to 
project construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project noise and vibration due to project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal 
in construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's 
and HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats 
for diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes 
and rodents? 

  
√ 

Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased 
burden on social infrastructure and services (such as 
water supply and sanitation systems)? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, 
chemical, biological, and radiological hazards during 
project construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due 
to the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of 
materials such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals 
during construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or 
where their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  
 

 
√ 

 
 

 
Not anticipated 

 
 
 

Will the project generation of solid waste and/or 
hazardous waste? 

  
 
 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
 

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 
 

 
Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
 

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 
Will the project subject to flooding area 

  
√ 

Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is 
YES an Environmental Impact Assessment which 
includes an Environmental Management Plan and an 
Environmental Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared 
and attached. Has these documents been attached? 

 
 

√ 

 Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

Chamkar Leu: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kampong Cham Commune: Lvea Leu 

 

District 
Chamkar Leu Commune GIS Code: 

30204 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=524m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

5 December 2018/5 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Leoung Ramo 
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Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of 
local 

people participated 1 1 + 4 0 
in the analysis 
(attachmentlist) 

 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading on the existing alignments, goes inside the 
village. Currently it is earthen road with muddy during rainy seasons and dusty 
during dried seasons. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and 
biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be 
temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided 
or minimized. Beneficiaries are concerned about heavy truck pass through 
road line. The local authorities have mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 
heavy truck pass through. After building, it is expected that, there will be none 
dust during dried season and no muddy during rainy seasons. Beneficiaries 
along the road line are eager to obtain and access the road line soon. 

 
 

 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 
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Date: 5 December 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Chamkar Leu: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
5. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
6. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 5 December 2018 Date: 5 December 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 5 December 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          

Occupation 
Telephone No 

1 Long Kheng Chankar Leu M 50 District 
Governor 

092297697 
 

2 Nhep Sopheap La Vea Leu M 54 Chief of 
commune 

0976912299 
 

3 Pin Sopha La Vea Leu M 63 Councilor 012206857 
 

4 Vann Chea La Vea Leu M 63 - 0713335152 
 

5 Nhan Sarann La Vea Leu M - - 0877824613 
 

6 Em Oun La Vea Leu M 54 Villager 0884404847 
 

7 Chin Toem La Vea Tboung M - Village chief 0885217680 
 

8 Chan Sok Hong Thmei M - Village chief 0975434352 
 

9 Sak Sean Hong Thmei M - Villager - 
 

10 Am Bros Hong Thmei M - Villager - 
 

11 Loeung Ramo Chankar Leu M 49 District depu 
governor 

092231731 
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Cheung Prey: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is CheungPrey-Upgrading RC road, Length=690m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

 

CheungPrey: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kampong Cham Commune: Sotip 

 

District 
CheungPrey Commune GIS Code: 30308 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=690m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

5 December 2018/26 June 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Meak Sophary 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 12 + 1 7 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
The road line will be upgrading on the existing alignments, connecting from 
National Road No. 7 to deeper villages. It is earthen road with muddy during 
rainy seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Anticipated environmental 
impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the 
upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny 
area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The residents are    
concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting 
and about heavy truck traversed through the road line. The PFT has 
mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor has to put the concrete 
posts to prevent the big truck pass through. After building, it is expected that, 
there will be none dust during dried season and no muddy during rainy 
seasons. The residents are along the road line very welcomed to have and 
accessing the upgrading road line sooner. 
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Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 
 

Date: 5 December 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Cheung Prey: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
7. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 

8. Short-term Impacts on Environment 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 5 December 2018 Date: 5 December 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 5 December 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          

Occupation 
Telephone  

1 Ot Chheang Ly Cheung Prey M 50 District 
governor 

012667251 
 

2 Meak Sophary Cheung Prey M 33 Vice chief of 
procurement 

017248172 
 

3 Chroeng Nareth Cheung Prey M 43 Chief of 
inter-sector 

089309197 
 

4  
Sem Pheng 

 
Cheung Prey 

 
M 

- Vice chief of 
supported 
commune 

 
012901482 

 

5 Ou Chheng Loach Cheung Prey M - Technical 
staff 

0766677744 
 

6 Ath Sophat Cheung Prey M 36 Chief of 
admin 

012594981 
 

7 Bat Choy Cheung Prey M - Chef of 
Village 

092898443 
 

8 Chen Sophany Cheung Prey F - Inhabitant - 
 

9 Chet Chheun Cheung Prey M - Inhabitant - 
 

10 Khat Pholla Cheung Prey F - Inhabitant - 
 

11 Soy Sauy Cheung Prey F - Inhabitant - 
 

12 
Phu Som Aen 

Cheung Prey M - Inhabitant - 
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Kampong Siem: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Kampong Siem-Upgrading RC road, Length=885m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD 
environmental watch list? 

 
√ 

It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the 
following environmentally sensitive areas? 

- Wetlands 
- Mangrove 
- Estuarine 

  

 
√ 

 

None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential 
loss/damage to physical cultural resources? 

  
√ 

None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology 
(e.g. sensitive or protected areas)? 

 
√ 

None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water 
hydrology of waterways resulting in increased sediment 
in streams affected by increased soil erosion at 
construction site? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water 
quality due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from 
worker-based camps and chemicals used in 
construction? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project cause increased air pollution due to 
project construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project noise and vibration due to project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal 
in construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's 
and HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats 
for diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes 
and rodents? 

  
√ 

Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased 
burden on social infrastructure and services (such as 
water supply and sanitation systems)? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, 
chemical, biological, and radiological hazards during 
project construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due 
to the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of 
materials such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals 
during construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or 
where their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  
 

 
√ 

 
 

 
Not anticipated 

 
 
 

Will the project generation of solid waste and/or 
hazardous waste? 

  
 
 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
 

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 
 

 
Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
 

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 
Will the project subject to flooding area 

  
√ 

Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is 
YES an Environmental Impact Assessment which 
includes an Environmental Management Plan and an 
Environmental Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared 
and attached. Has these documents been attached? 

 
 

√ 

 Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

 

Kampong Siem: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kampong Cham Commune: Ampil 

 

District 
Kampong Siem Commune GIS Code: 30601 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=885m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 
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Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

4 December 2018/ 5 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Yi Vannak 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 18 + 1 3 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading on the existing alignments, accessing to deeper 
villages. It is earthen road with muddy during rainy seasons and dusty during 
dried seasons. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and 
biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be 
temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or 
minimized. The inhabitants are concerned about their access to households 
after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass 
through. The local authorities have mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 
heavy truck. After building, it is expected that, there will be none dust during 
dried season and no muddy during rainy seasons. The residents are along the 
road line are welcomed to have and accessing the upgrading road line sooner. 

 
 

 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 
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Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 
 

Date: 4 December 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Kampong Siem: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
9. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
10. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 4 December 2018 Date: 4 December 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 4 December 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Em Kim Sour Kg Siem M 58 District Governor 012754211 

2 Yi Vannak Kg Siem M 50 District depu Governor 012488814 

3 Kim Mavun Kg Siem F 52 Depu Dir cabinet 092709695 

4  
Ban Soknang 

Chonghouk  
F 

33 
 

Vice chief of 
procurement 

 
092770360 

5 Chhean Sorya Kg Siem F 35 Supported commune 017603964 

6 
 

Sae Kimhanh 
 

Kg Siem 
 

M 
30 Vice chief of 

procurement 

 

077661242 

7 
 

Ten Chan Thoeun 
Provincial Kg 

Cham 

 

F 
- 

 

Technical officer 
 

012914978 

8 Seng SreyLeng Kg Siem F 31 Chief of admin 010499824 

9 Ngoun Chhay Ampil M 62 Member of councilor 012273051 

10 Ly Chhay Loul Ampil M 64 Member of councilor 012506956 

11 Roth Kimhai Ampil M 61 Chief of commune 092650860 

12  
Nhoep Sak 

Chonghouk  
M 

70  
Village chief 

 
099929226 

13 Khut Saran Kg Siem M 62 Member of CC 012252430 

14 Ouch Then Chonghouk  
M 

 
- 

 
Inhabitant 

 

15 Soeun Ry Chonghouk M - Inhabitant 
 

16 Mon Leng Chonghouk M - Inhabitant 
 

17  
Chea Keav 

Chonghouk  
S 

 
- 

 
Inhabitant 
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18 Nov Menghoeng 
 
 
 

 
Chonghouk 

 
 
 
 

 
M 

 
 
 
 

 
- 

 
 
 
 

 
Inhabitant 

 

       

       

 
 
 
 
 

 

Kaoh Sotin: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Kaoh Sotin Upgrading RC road, Length=535m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD 
environmental watch list? 

 
√ 

It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the 
following environmentally sensitive areas? 

- Wetlands 
- Mangrove 
- Estuarine 

  

 
√ 

 

None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential 
loss/damage to physical cultural resources? 

  
√ 

None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology 
(e.g. sensitive or protected areas)? 

 
√ 

None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water 
hydrology of waterways resulting in increased sediment 
in streams affected by increased soil erosion at 
construction site? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water 
quality due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from 
worker-based camps and chemicals used in 
construction? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project cause increased air pollution due to 
project construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

 
 

Will the project noise and vibration due to project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal 
in construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's 
and HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  

 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats 
for diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes 
and rodents? 

  
√ 

Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased 
burden on social infrastructure and services (such as 
water supply and sanitation systems)? 

  

√ 

 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, 
chemical, biological, and radiological hazards during 
project construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due 
to the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of 
materials such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals 
during construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or 
where their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 
√ 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 

Will the project generation of solid waste and/or 
hazardous waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
 

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
 

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

 

 
Will the project subject to flooding area 

 

 
√ 

 Regular flooding during 
rainy season. Will be 
two/three months per 
year. But it is RC road, 
no matter of flooding. 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is 
YES an Environmental Impact Assessment which 
includes an Environmental Management Plan and an 
Environmental Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared 
and attached. Has these documents been attached? 

 

 

√ 

 Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

 

Kaoh Sotin: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kampong Cham Commune: Preaek Ta Norng 

 

District 
Kaoh Sotin Commune GIS Code: 30808 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=535m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

4 December 2018/3 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Chea Lai Heng 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 12 + 5 6 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 
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Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 
 

Date: 4 December 2018 

Responsible Official 

 

The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The upgrading RC road is on the existing alignments, accessing to deeper
villages. It is earthen road, muddy and regular inundated during rainy
seasons, for the period of one or two months. Anticipated environmental
impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the
upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny
area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The villagers are concerned
about their access to households after newly concrete casting. The local
authorities mentioned that after concrete casting, the motorbike is allowed to
traverse within 2 days and the contractor/subcontractor has to put the
concrete rings/posts to prevent the truck. After building, it is expected that,
there will be none dust during dried season and may access onset of dried
season. The residents living along the road line are very welcomed to obtain
and accessing the upgrading RC road line sooner. 
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Kaoh Sotin: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
11. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
12. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 4 December 2018 Date: 4 December 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 4 December 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Chea Lai Heng Preaek 
Tanourng 

M 70 Commune chief 0121936687 

2 Soy Pisith Preaek Ta Nong M 37 Commune clerk 092656446 

3 Bour Sophal Preaek Ta Nong M 64 Commune councilor 012493800 

4 Koam Thiev Preaek Ta Nong M 60 Commune councilor 092868510 

5 Li Het Preaek Ta Nong M 47 Commune councilor 08898865466 

6 Vat Seriya Preaek Ta Nong M 49 Vice chief of procurement 0973623358 

7 Be Da Preaek Ta Nong M 48 Chief office of commune 
supported 

0778662001 

8 Chea Lai Heng Preaek M 70 Commune chief 0121936687 

9 Soy Pisith Preaek Ta Nong M 37 Commune clerk 092656446 

10 Bour Sophal Preaek Ta Nong M 64 Commune councilor 012493800 

11 Koam Thiev Preaek Ta Nong M 60 Commune councilor 092868510 

12 Li Het Preaek Ta Nong M 47 Commune councilor 08898865466 
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Srey Santhor: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Srey Santhor-Upgrading RC road, Length=618m, Width= 6m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD 
environmental watch list? 

 
√ 

It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the 
following environmentally sensitive areas? 

- Wetlands 
- Mangrove 
- Estuarine 

  

 
√ 

 

None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential 
loss/damage to physical cultural resources? 

  
√ 

None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology 
(e.g. sensitive or protected areas)? 

 
√ 

None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water 
hydrology of waterways resulting in increased sediment 
in streams affected by increased soil erosion at 
construction site? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water 
quality due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from 
worker-based camps and chemicals used in 
construction? 

  

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project cause increased air pollution due to 
project construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
 

Will the project noise and vibration due to project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal 
in construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's 
and HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats 
for diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes 
and rodents? 

  
√ 

Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased 
burden on social infrastructure and services (such as 
water supply and sanitation systems)? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, 
chemical, biological, and radiological hazards during 
project construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due 
to the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of 
materials such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals 
during construction and operation? 

  

√ 

 
Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or 
where their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  
 

 
√ 

 
 

 
Not anticipated 

 
 
 

Will the project generation of solid waste and/or 
hazardous waste? 

  
 
 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
 

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 
 

 
Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
 

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 
Will the project subject to flooding area 

  
√ 

Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is 
YES an Environmental Impact Assessment which 
includes an Environmental Management Plan and an 
Environmental Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared 
and attached. Has these documents been attached? 

 
 

√ 

 Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

 

Srey Santhor: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kampong Cham Commune: Preaek Pou 

 

District 
Srey Santhor Commune GIS Code: 31409 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=618m, Width= 6m and 0.15m thickness 
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Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

3 December 2018/23 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Song Tong 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 6 + 9 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 
 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 

 

The proposed RC road line will be upgrading on the existing alignments, 
accessing to deeper villages. It is earthen and rocky road and dusty during 
dried seasons. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and 
biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be 
temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or 
minimized. The residents are concerned about their access to households 
after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass 
through After upgrading the road line. The local authorities respond to the 
concerns by allowing only pedestrian, bicycles and motorbikes, while 
sedan/cars may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four 
weeks. The contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to 
prevent the big truck to pass through the road line. After building, it is expected 
that, there will be none dust during dried season and none muddy during rainy 
seasons. The residents are along the road line are welcomed to have and 
accessing the upgrading road line sooner. 

 
 

 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 
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Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 
 

Date: 3 December 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Srey Santhor: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
13. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
14. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 3 December 2018 Date: 3 December 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 3 December 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Chea Lun Srey Santor M 68 officer of procurement 012241898 

2 Lim Chhoun Srey Santor M 62 officer of procurement 092855742 

3 Tum Dam Srey Santor M 67 officer of procurement 092538569 

4 Srey Savun Srey Santor M 45 officer of procurement 089576686 

5 Song Tong Srey Santor M 38 Chief of procurement 016378253 

6 Chhe Siphou Preaek Pou F - Commune chief 092192226 

7 
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Kandal Stueng: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Kandal Stueng-Upgrading RC road, Length=844m, Width= 4m, 4.5m, 0.15m thickness and 
1 drainage pipe, Æ1.0m 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

 

Kandal Stueng: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kandal Commune: Boeng Kyang 

 

District 
Kandal Stueng Commune GIS Code: 80104 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=844m, Width= 4m, 4.5m, 0.15m thickness and 1 drainage 
pipe, Æ1.0m 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

30 November 2018/01 Aug 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 12 +9 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 
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Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 30 November 2018 

Responsible official 

 

The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading as RC road on the existing alignments,
accessing to deeper villages. It is laterite road with dusty during dried seasons.
Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment
arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter,
localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The
inhabitants are concerned about their access to households after newly
concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through. District
facilitating team (PFT) have mentioned to about these concerns, after
concrete casting just only two or three days, allowing only pedestrian, bicycles
and motorbikes, and cars may allow to traverse after concrete casting period
of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned
that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete
rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road
line. After building, it is expected that, there will be none dust during dried
seasons. The residents are along the road line are welcomed to have and
accessing the upgrading road line sooner. 
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Kandal Stueng: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
15. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
16. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact  Access road from household to 
main road, short-term impact 
and localized 

No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 30 Nov 2018 Date: 30 Nov 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 30 Nov 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Sin Sambath Kandal Stueng M 55 District Deputy Governor 011948246 

2 Has Pheak Sovann Kandal Stueng M 34 Chief Office of Planning 012295933 

3 Nay Chandy Boeung Kyang M 
 

Commune Chief 092249036 

4 Vann Chhin Srok Chek M 
 

Village Chief 012302657 

5 Kong Dyna Srok Chek M 39 villager 
 

6 Nop Sav Srok Chek F 38 villager 
 

7 San Ang Srok Chek F 39 villager 
 

8 San Ear Srok Chek M 63 villager 
 

9 Hoeung Him Srok Chek M 
 

villager 
 

10 Phat Sokong Srok Chek F 
 

villager 
 

11 Dim Mao Srok Chek M 
 

villager 
 

12 Soung Sameth Srok Chek F 
 

villager 
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Khsach Kandal: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 

Note: This is Khsach Kandal-upgrading RC road, Length=850m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

 

Khsach Kandal: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kandal Commune: Preaek Ta Meak 

 

District 
Khsach Kandal Commune GIS Code: 80310 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=850m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

25 October 2018/3 Aug 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Kong Boramey 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 5 + 9 5 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 
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Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 
 

Date: 25 October 2018 

Responsible Official 

 

The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading as RC road on the existing alignments, it is
earthen road connecting from the exist RC road goes deeper inside village.
Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment
arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter,
localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized.
Villagers are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete
casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through. The  local
authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just
only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium
vehicles may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four
weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after
concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete
rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road
line. After building, there will be none dust during dried season and no muddy
during rainy season. Beneficiaries along the road line are so welcomed and
asking us when would be built this road line. 
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Khsach Kandal: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 1 

Very Likely 2 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 25 October 2018 Date: 25 October 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 25 Oct 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          

Occupation 
Telephone  

1 Kong Boramey Khsat Kandal M - Officer 087666061 
 

2 Chan Dara Khsat Kandal M 
 

Deputy 017696943 
 

3 Vou Yonheang Khsat Kandal M 
 

Councilor 
member 

012387220 
 

4 Chea Kimleng Khsat Kandal M 
 

Cabinet 
Director 

012586801 
 

5 
 

Ly Kunthea 

 
Khsat Kandal 

 
M 

 
Chief office 
of inter- 
sector 

 
012939275 
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Koah Thum: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Koah Thum-Upgrading RC road, Length=700m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Kaoh Thom: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kandal Commune: Koah Thum Ka 

 

District 
Kaoh Thom Commune GIS Code: 80404 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=700m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

30 November 2018/04 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Mean Cham Roeun 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 8 + 1 7 3 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading as RC road on the existing alignments, 
accessing to deeper villages. It is earthen road with muddy and slippery during 
rainy seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Anticipated environmental 
impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading 
of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that 
can be easily avoided or minimized. The inhabitants are concerned about their 
access to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about 
heavy truck pass through the road line. The local authorities have indicated 
about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by allowing 
bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer),  medium vehicles may allow to 
traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local 
authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 
heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. It is expected that, there 
will be none dust during dried seasons and muddy during wed seasons, after 
upgrading. The residents are along the road line very welcomed to have and 
accessing the upgrading road line soon. 
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Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

Date: 30 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Kaoh Thum: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 30 November 2018 Date: 30 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 30 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Mean Cham Roeun Kaoh Thum M 30 District depu governor 017301166 

2 Heng Ngoan Leang Kaoh Thum M 53 Vice chief of planning 015679371 

3 Sar Sopheap Kaoh Thum M 38 depu chief of procurement 0973343767 

4 Yang Srean Kaoh Thum F 60 commune councilor 0717141672 

5 Sim Sytha Kaoh Thum F 59 chief of planning 0977113586 

6 Seth Kav Kaoh Thum M 64 commune chief 012521819 

7 Kea Chhour Kaoh Thum M 67 commune councilor 0719682199 

8 San Sareth Kaoh Thum M 47 commune councilor 0888222356 

9 
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Leuk Daek: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Leuk Daek-Upgrading RC road, Length=429m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Leuk Daek: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kandal Commune: Preaek Dach 

 

District 
Leuk Daek Commune GIS Code: 80505 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=429m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

30 November 2018/09 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Mal Valy 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 1 5 + 1 1 7 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading as RC road on the existing alignments, 
accessing to deeper villages. It is earthen road with muddy and slippery 
during rainy seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Anticipated 
environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising 
from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will 
affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The inhabitants are 
concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting 
and other concerns about heavy truck pass through. The local authorities 
have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few 
days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles 
may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. 
The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete 
casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to 
prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. It is 
expected that, there will be none dust during dried seasons and muddy during 
wed seasons, after upgrading. The residents are along the road line very 
welcomed to have and accessing the upgrading road line soon. 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
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Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 30 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Leuk Daek: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 1 

Very Likely 2 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 30 November 2018 Date: 30 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 30 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Mal Valy Preaek Dach F 59 Cabinet director 016930987 

2 Nou Vano Preaek Dach M 36 Cabinet deputy director 0963372298 

3 Run Polin Preaek Dach M 38 Chief office of commune 015966168 

4 Khen Thon Preaek Dach M 48 Vice chief office of 
procurement 

0969068991 

5 Ukly Bunly Leuk daek M 30 Officer of supported Com 0889445335 

6 Teng Kang Preaek Dach M 67 village third chief 0886402676 

7 Norng Den Preaek Dach M 68 first depu comm chief 0968300528 

8 Nam Panh Preaek Dach M 57 commune councilor 0717634411 

9 Tru Thoeun Preaek Dach F 33 second depu comm chief 070277872 

10 Meas Sa-Em Preaek Dach F 65 commune councilor 0963172255 

11 Chhorn Yoeun Preaek Dach F 45 commune councilor 0965138410 

12 Sok Eth Preaek Dach F 52 Vice village chief 0965451541 

13 Phorn Kim Hour Preaek Dach M 61 CC training 
 

14 Som Samas Preaek Dach M 78 commune councilor 
 

15 Khmao Vorn Preaek Dach M - commune chief 0712147984 
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Lvea Em: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Lvea Em-Upgrading RC road, Length=1000m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 

 

 
Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Lvea Em: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kandal Commune: Boeng Khrum 

 

District 
Lvea Em Commune GIS Code: 80603 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=1000m, Width= 4m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

3 November 2018/18 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Put Sokhany 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 1 3 + 1 5 8 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 
 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 

 

The road line will be upgrading as RC road on the existing laterite road 
alignments, connecting from the exist RC road goes deeper inside villages. 
Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment 
arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, 
will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. Villagers are 
concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting and 
other concerns about heavy truck pass through. The local authorities have 
indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by 
allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow 
to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local 
authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 
heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. After building, there will 
be none dust during dried season. Beneficiaries along the road line are so 
welcomed and asking us when would be built this road line 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 
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Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 3 December 2018 
 

 

Responsible Official 
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Lvea Em: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 1 

Very Likely 2 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 3 December 2018 Date: 3 December 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 3 December 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Put Sokhany Lvea Aem F 58 District depu governor 0922714151 

2 Nhoek Sat Lvea Aem M 50 Director of cabinet 0717450668 

3 Phon Vannarak Lvea Aem F 50 Chief of Com planning 095488011 

4 Keo Choun 
Sokunthea 

Lvea Aem F 34 Vice Chief of Com planning 0979418926 

5 Prach Sovannairth Lvea Aem M - TSO 0883331936 

6 Ly Koy Boeng Krum M - Commune Chief 012649272 

7 Vann Sotha Boeng Krum F - Commune Clerk 012819092 

8 Chu Ren Boeng Krum F - Second depu chief of comm 
 

9 Bun Kheng Boeng Krum M - vice chief of village 
 

10 Lam Phan Boeng Krum M - chief of village 
 

11 Kong Hak Boeng Krum M - villager 
 

12 Sok Puy Boeng Krum M - villager 
 

13 Cheang Bunna Boeng Krum F 
 

villager 
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Mukh Kampul: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Mukh Kampul- the upgrading RC road, Length=744m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Mukh Kampul: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kandal Commune: Preaek Anhchanh 

 

District 
Mukh Kampul Commune GIS Code: 80703 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=744m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

25 October 2018/18 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Tem Sokha 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 8 + 4 0 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading as RC road on the existing alignments, it is 
earthen road with mixing rocky, connecting from the exist RC road goes deeper 
inside residents. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and 
biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be 
temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or 
minimized. The inhabitants are concerned about their access to households 
after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass 
through the  road line.  The  local authorities have  indicated  about these 
concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by allowing bicycles and 
motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse after 
concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT 
also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 
heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. After building, there will 
be none dust during dried season. Beneficiaries along the road line are so 
welcomed and asking us when would be built this road line 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
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Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 25 October 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Mukh Kampul: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
3. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
4. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 25 October 2018 Date: 25 October 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 25 Oct 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Tem Sokha Mukh Kampul M - Vice chief office of Planning 012473238 

2 Chhay Sokna Mukh Kampul M 
 

Deputy governor 077371777 

3 Loch Sam Ponlouk Mukh Kampul M 
 

Chief office of inter-sector 012226186 

4 Dim Bunarith Mukh Kampul M 
 

Chief office of administration 012454226 

5 Po Phallin Mukh Kampul M 
 

Chief office of C/S 078896963 

6 Tum Sokphal Mukh Kampul M 
 

Councilor member 095307080 

7 Sok Kosal Mukh Kampul M 
 

Vice chief office of L/K 012593152 

8 Choup Ratha Mukh Kampul M 
 

Cabinet Director 092220009 
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Ang Snoul: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 

Note: This is Ang Snoul-Upgrading RC road, Length=720m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 
 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 

 

 

Ang Snoul: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kandal Commune: Baek Chan 

 

District 
Ang Snoul Commune GIS Code:80801 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=720m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

30 November 2018/21 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Horl Phally 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of 
local 

people participated 4+ 55 
in the analysis 
(attachment 

Environmental Mapping 
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Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is 

likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts that 

are irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts 

may affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less 

adverse than those of category A projects. These impacts 

are site- specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in 

most cases mitigation measures can be designed more 

readily than for category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it 

has minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 
 

Date: 30 November 
 

2018 
 

Responsible Official 
 

 

The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading as RC road on the existing alignments,
connecting from the exist RC road goes deeper inside residents.
Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological
environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be
temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily
avoided or minimized. The inhabitants are concerned about their access
to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about
heavy truck pass through the road line. The local authorities have
indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days
by allowing just bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles
may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks.
The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete
casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to
prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. After
building, there will be none dust during dried season. Beneficiaries along
the road line are so welcomed and asking us when would be built this road
line. 
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Ang Snoul: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
5. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long-term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long-term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 

 
6. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Contamination of water resources during Medium impact   
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construction No/small impact   
Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   

No/small impact  
Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   

No/small impact  
Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   

No/small impact  
Traffic Management Medium impact   

No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 1 

Very Likely 2 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 30 November 2018 Date: 30 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 30 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Horl Phally Angk Snoul M - Deputy dir of cabinet 012582069 

2 Min Sophat Angk Snoul M - Chief office of admin 077476765 

3 Set Sam Oul Angk Snoul M - Vice chief office of 
planning 

011503603 

4 Sem Bae Traeng village M - Village chief 
 

5 
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Ponhea Leu: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Ponhea Leu-Upgrading RC road, Length=558m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Ponhea Leu: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kandal Commune: Vihear Luong 

 

District 
Ponhea Leu Commune GIS Code: 80914 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=558m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

20 November 2018/17 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Ork Srun 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 2 6 + 6 6 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be upgrading as RC road on the existing laterite road 
alignments, connecting from the National Road No. 5 goes deeper inside 
villages. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological 
environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary 
/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. 
The inhabitants are concerned about their access to households after newly 
concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through the road 
line. The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete 
casting just only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), 
medium vehicles may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or 
four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after 
concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete 
rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
After building, there will be none dust during dried season. Many beneficiaries 
along the road line are eager to obtain the upgrading RC road and asking us 
when would be built this road line? 
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Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 20 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Ponhea Leu: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact  Access road from household to 
main road, short-term impact 
and localized 

No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 1 

Very Likely 2 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 20 November 2018 Date: 20 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 20 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Ork Srun Ponhealeu M 69 district councilor chief 012998694 

2 Thorn Sovanna Ponhealeu M 49 district governor 077589878 

3 Heng Kim Heang Ponhealeu M 40 district deputy governor 077500049 

4 Hang Chantha Ponhealeu M 47 district deputy governor 092988417 

5 Bou Phoeun Ponhea Leu M 46 commune-S supoet office 099687097 

6 Sek Phoeun Vihear Loung M 65 commune chief 012672389 

7 Khut Sokhom Vihear Loung M 65 Second Comm chief 012657807 

8 Chan Soknil Vihear Loung F - commune councilor 092686672 

9 Teang Sary Vihear Loung F - commune councilor 012692095 

10 Pal Proeung Vihear Loung M - commune councilor 098647799 

11 Phat Chea Vihear Loung M - commune chief 0969161433 

12 Hing Ros Tep Pranam M - Vice village chief 
 

13 Sim Sokhom Tep Pranam F 
 

village member 016804967 

14 Hout Hai Ponhealeu M 46 cabinet director 012415703 

15 Tim Savun Ponhealeu M 63 district councilor 012885175 

16 Im Thoeun Ponhealeu M 69 district councilor 0969210495 

17 Chan Thy Tep Pranam F - villager 081770767 

18 Mao Chhun Mony Tep Pranam F 47 villager 
 

19 Nat Khat Tep Pranam M 54 villager 012500280 

20 Hout Sary Tep Pranam F 40 villager 
 

21 Ro Sokhom Tep Pranam F 73 villager 
 

22 Ro Sokha Tep Pranam M - villager 096996981 

23 Chan Veasna Tep Pranam M 34 villager 
 

24 Nop Meng Tep Pranam M 41 villager 
 

25 Phin Chan Then Tep Pranam M 42 villager 
 

26 Mao Synath Ponhealeu M 39 Vice chief of procurement 012675547 
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Kiri Sakor: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Kiri Sakor-Upgrading 5-RC road segments, 1. Segment with (Length=150, Width= 3m), 2. 
Segment with (length 275meters, Width= 3m), 3. Segment (with length 50 meters Width= 3m), 4. 
Segment with (length 55 meters, width=1.5 meters) and 5. Segment with length=40 meters, width 
2meters, all thickness 15 cm. 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Kiri Sakor: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Kaoh Kong Commune: Koah Sdach 

 

District 
Kiri Sakor Commune GIS Code: 90201 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading 5-RC road segments, with Length=150, with length 275meters, with length 
50 meters Width= 3m. Segment with length 55 meters width=1.5 meters and segment 
with length=40 meters width 2meters, all thickness 15 cm 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

12 December 2018/23 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Sok Vann Deth 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line sites and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 8 + 2 9 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road lines will be upgrading as RC road on the existing alignments, 
connecting from the exist RC roads, go inside villages. Anticipated 
environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from 
the upgrading of RC roads will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect 
tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. After building, there will be 
none dust during dried season. Beneficiaries along the road line are so 
welcomed and asking us when would be built this road line 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 
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Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 12 December 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Kiri Sakor: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 12 December 2018 Date: 12 December 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 12 December 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Sok Vanndet Kiri Sakor - - Chief of councilor 0979624999 

2 Yang Rithy Kiri Sakor - - Vice chief off of supported 0964524853 

3 Chhang Bunseang Kiri Sakor - - District Councilor 0887571515 

4 Phal Socheat Kiri Sakor - - District Councilor 0719229446 

5 Say Nget Kiri Sakor - - Vice chief office 010678960 

6 Heng Vibol Kiri Sakor - - Vice chief of procurement 015371358 

7 Say Heng Kaoh Stach - - First deputy comm chief 016935807 

8 Soam Titya Kiri Sakor - - Inter-sector 0979988614 

9 
      

10 
      

11 
      

12 
      

13 
      

14 
      

15 
      

16 
      

17 
      

18 
      

19 
      

20 
      

21 
      

22 
      

23 
      

24 
      

25 
      

26 
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Thmar Bang: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Thmar Bang-Upgrading RC road, Length=346m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness. 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Thmar Bang: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Koah Kong Commune: Ruessei Chrum 

 

District 
Thmar Bang Commune GIS Code: 90704 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=346m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

11 December 2018/22 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Orn Sokthearith 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 8 + 1 8 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
The road line will be built on the existing laterite road alignments, connecting 
from the exist RC road, goes deeper inside villagers. Anticipated environmental 
impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading 
of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that 
can be easily avoided or minimized. After building, there will be none dust during 
dried seasons. Beneficiaries living along road line are so welcomed and asking 
us when would be built this road line. 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 
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Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 
 

Date: 11 December 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Thmar Bang: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact  Access road from household to 
main road, short-term impact 
and localized 

No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 11 December 2018 Date: 11 December 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 11 December 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Orn Sothearith Thmar Bang M - District governor 0977558866 

2 Khut Mean Thmar Bang M 30 District depu governor 09749488049 

3 Buth Boeun Thmar Bang M 39 Officer 0979111458 

4 Phong Sophanna Ruessey Chruy M - Chief of commune 0975144042? 

5 Sous Samoeun Ruessey Chruy M 40 Commune clerk 060559555 

6 Nol Sophal Ruessey Chruy M 43 Councilor 0975735550 

7 Vann Phorn Ruessey Chruy M 47 First depu comm chief 0314222221 

8 Srun Muoy Ruessey Chruy F 47 Village Vice chief 0979198897 

9 
      

10 
      

11 
      

12 
      

13 
      

14 
      

15 
      

16 
      

17 
      

18 
      

19 
      

20 
      

21 
      

22 
      

23 
      

24 
      

25 
      

26 
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Ba Phnum: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Ba Phnum Upgrading RC road, Length=563m, Width= 5m & 4.5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Ba Phnum: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Prey Veng Commune: Chheu Kach 

 

District 
Ba Phnum Commune GIS Code:140103 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=563m, Width= 5m & 4.5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

29 November 2018/23 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Srey Chhun Ly 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 1 2 + 2 1 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be built on the existing alignments, connecting from the exist 
RC road, goes deeper inside village. Anticipated environmental impacts on the 
physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will 
only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily 
avoided or minimized. The inhabitants are concerned about their access to 
households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy 
truck pass through the road line. The local authorities have indicated about 
these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by allowing bicycles 
and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse after 
concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT 
also   adding   mentioned   that   after   concrete   casting   the   contractor 
/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck 
or big truck to pass through the road line. After building, there will be none dust 
during dried season and no muddy during rainy season. Beneficiaries along 
the road line are so welcomed and asking us when would be built this road line. 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
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Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 29 November 2018 
 

Responsible Official 
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Ba Phnum: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 29 November 2018 Date: 29 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 29 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Khut Chan Ren Chheu Kach M 66 District councilor 0884166546 

2 Nhim Kan Chheu Kach M 36 Vice chief of Inter-sector 0966694199 

3 Keo Sareth Chheu Kach M 70 District councilor 012825479 

4 Srey Chhun Ly Chheu Kach M 52 District deputy Governor 092962308 

5 Ung Noung Chheu Kach M 73 Commune councilor 016748256 

6 Touch Sarun Chheu Kach M 65 village chief 0967002022 

7 Sarith Thy Chheu Kach M 66 Commune councilor 0974741233 

8 Chea Srouy Chheu Kach M 67 Commune councilor 012959496 

9 Yang Sam Ann Chheu Kat F 34 Vice chief office of Procurement 0967677192 

10 Hash Saron Cheu Kach F 
 

Inhabitant 
 

11 Sok Khuen Cheu Kach M 
 

Inhabitant 
 

12 Hang Pholouk Cheu Kach M 
 

Inhabitant 
 

13 
      

14 
      

15 
      

16 
      

17 
      

18 
      

19 
      

20 
      

21 
      

22 
      

23 
      

24 
      

25 
      

26 
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Kamchhay Mear: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Kamchhay Mear-Upgrading RC road, Length=430m, Width= 4m & 5m and 0.12m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to  prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Kamchhay Mear: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Prey Veng Commune: Kranhoung 

 

District 
Kamchhay Mear Commune GIS Code: 140203 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=430m, Width= 4m & 5m and 0.12m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

26 November 2018/6 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Soeung Sok Cheat 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 15  
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
The road line will be built on the existing alignments, connecting from National 
Road No. 8 goes deeper inside village. Anticipated environmental impacts 
on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC 
road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can 
be easily avoided or minimized. The residents are concerned about their 
access to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about 
heavy truck pass through the road line. The local authorities have indicated 
about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by allowing 
bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to 
traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local 
authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 
heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. After building, there 
will be none dust during dried season and no muddy during rainy season. 
Beneficiaries along the road line are so welcomed and asking us when would 
be built this road line. 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 
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Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 26 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Kamchhay Mear: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 26 November 2018 Date: 26 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 26 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Soeung Socheat Kamchay M 48 District Governor 092225251 

2 Yat Samoeun Kamchay M 37 Cabinet Director 017261112 

3 Chhorn Chheang Kamchay M 52 District Deputy Governor 017924409 

4 Kong Sam Oun Kamchay M 43 District Deputy Governor 092175456 

5 Nak Non Chour Ti M 61 Village Chief 0883879818 

6 Sok Cheapp Chour Ti Bei M 52 Village Chief 0885827972 

7 Ket Sokhoung Kamchay M - Chief Office of Vet 0887208844 

8 SOk Kongkea Chour Ti M - Vice Village Chief 09792172 

9 Kong Loat Kranhung M - Second deputy comm chief 012454247 

10 Mom Sarun Provincial M - Technical Officer 0882095396 

11 Pin Khon Chour Ti F - Inhabitant - 

12 Khan Saron Chour Ti M - Inhabitant - 

13 Chea Yin Chour Ti F - Inhabitant - 

14 Vat Var Chour Ti F - Inhabitant - 

15 Kri Vanthoeun Chour Ti F - Inhabitant - 

16 
      

17 
      

18 
      

19 
      

20 
      

21 
      

22 
      

23 
      

24 
      

25 
      

26 
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Kampong Trabaek: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Kampong Trabaek Upgrading RC road, Length=380m, Width= 4m and 5m and 0.15m 
thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Kampong Trabaek: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Prey Veng Commune: Kampong Trabaek 

 

District 
Kampong Trabaek Commune GIS Code: 140307 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=380m, Width= 4m or 5 m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

29 November 2018/23 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Chhoeng Sichorn 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 14  
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 
 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 

The road line will be built on the existing alignments, connecting from the 
National Road No 1 goes into deeper inside residential area. Anticipated 
environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising 
from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will 
affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The inhabitants are 
concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting and 
other concerns about heavy truck pass through the road line. The local 
authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just 
only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium 
vehicles may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four 
weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after 
concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete 
rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road 
line. After building, there will be none dust during dried season and no muddy 
during rainy season. Beneficiaries along the road line are so welcomed and 
asking us when would be built this road line 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
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Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 29 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Kampong Trabaek: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact  Access road from household to 
main road, short-term impact 
and localized 

No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 29 November 2018 Date: 29 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 29 November 2018 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Yav Sanin Kg Trabaek M - District Governor 016629865 

2 Hin Vanny Kg Trabaek M - District deputy Governor 016748154 

3 Yan Meak Kg Trabaek M - District deputy Governor 0979376647 

4 Chhoeng Sichorn Kg Trabaek M - Technical officer 0316665005 

5 Chea Sakhorn Kg Trabaek M - Commune chief 0713670471 

6 Non Phea Ra Kg Trabaek M - Deputy chief of procurement 0964141401 

7 Net Vuthy Kg Trabaek M - Chief Police post 015884747 

8 Sok Sokun Kg Trabaek M - Village chief 015589665 

9 Khoy Ponleu Kg Trabaek M - Cabinet director 086800200 

10 Seng Tak Kg Trabaek M - Vice chief of village 015319383 

11 Khat Sothea Kg Trabaek M - Police Post 093255707 

12 Va Nara Kg Trabaek M - Chief Police post 0975542211 

13 Pong Sok Kg Trabaek F - Inhabitant 
 

14 Hy Kimlang Kg Trabaek M - Inhabitant 
 

15 
      

16 
      

17 
      

18 
      

19 
      

20 
      

21 
      

22 
      

23 
      

24 
      

25 
      

26 
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Peareang: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Pea-Reang Upgrading RC road, Length=340m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Peareang: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Prey Veng Commune: Ro Ka 

 

District 
Peareang Commune GIS Code:140811 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=340m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

6 November 2018/16 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Hy Thouk 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 10  
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 
 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 

The road line will be built on the existing alignments, connecting from the 
National Road No. 1 goes deeper inside village. Anticipated environmental 
impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the 
upgrading of RC road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny 
area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The residents are concerned 
about their access to households after newly concrete casting and other 
concerns about heavy truck pass through the road line. The local authorities 
have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few 
days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles 
may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. 
The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete 
casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to 
prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. After 
building, there will be none dust during dried season and no muddy during 
rainy season. Beneficiaries along the road line are so welcomed and asking 
us when would be built this road line 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
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Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 6 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Peareang: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 
 

 
2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 

 
Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 
 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 6 November 2018 Date: 6 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 6 November 2018 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Hy Thouk Peareang M 49 District Governor 0976655505 

2 Chan Vai Peareang M 38 Deputy district Governor 
 

3 Sorn Vibol Prey Veng M 50 Officer of Provincial 
administration 

0977099011 

4 SIN Sun Heng Peareang M 44 Peareang cabinet director 0977409406 

5 Net Noeun Roka M 51 Commune chief 077598844 

6 Be Sokha Roka M 60 Commune councilor 0977105123 

7 Loa Our Roka M 62 Commune councilor 066626801 

8 Yong Hai Roka M 67 Commune second deputy 0977268801 

9 Sek Kong Roka M 54 Commune councilor 0964466173 

10 Yoem Yin Roka M 68 Commune councilor 066630963 

11 
      

12 
      

13 
      

14 
      

15 
      

16 
      

17 
      

18 
      

19 
      

20 
      

21 
      

22 
      

23 
      

24 
      

25 
      

26 
      

27 
      

28 
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Svay Antor: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Svay Antor-Upgrading mountain sand road, (Length=6122m, Width= 4.5m) & (4m with 
length 1300m) 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating some dusts 
during mountainous sand 
road upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
landmines/UXO in site 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Svay Antor: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Prey Veng Commune: Angkor Tret 

 

District 
Svay Antor Commune GIS Code: 141001 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading mountain sand road, (Length=6122m, Width= 4.5m) &(4m with length 
1300m) 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

6 November 2018/03 July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Bech Song 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 13 + 5 2 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
The road line will be built on the existing alignments, connecting from the 
existing provincial road/ DBST road, goes deeper inside villages and rice 
fields. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological 
environment arising from the upgrading of mountainous sand road will only 
be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily 
avoided or minimized. 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 

 

 
 
 

Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 
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Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 6 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Svay Antor: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 

2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact 

√ 

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 
 
 
 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 6 November 2018 Date: 6 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 6 November 2018 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Bech Song Svay Antor M 52 District Governor 012976969 

2 Heng Try Svay Antor M 48 District Deputy Governor 092684584 

3 Hot Bech Svay Antor M 48 Cabinet director 099409933 

4 Toem Sarann Svay Antor M 39 District deputy Governor 011958723 

5 Soun Sreng Svay Antor M 50 Chief of environ office 097999927 

6 Vann Sok Thea Prey Veng M 41 Deputy director PK1 077778944 

7 Sok Sakhorn Svay Antor M 47 Procurement 0979973376 

8 Thol Tit Angkor Tret M 53 Commune chief 092489352 

9 Sin Soeun Angkor Tret M 69 Commune deputy chief 012297696 

10 Long Chhamm Angkor Tret M 66 Commune councilor 0719476552 

11 Phum Sophat Angkor Tret M 60 Commune chief 0979884927 

12 Nov Lang Taloek village M 69 Village chief 0889611650 

13 Mr. Un Deth Taloek village M 57 Vice village chief 
 

14 
      

15 
      

16 
      

17 
      

18 
      

19 
      

20 
      

21 
      

22 
      

23 
      

24 
      

25 
      

26 
      

27 
      

28 
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Sala Krau: Rapid Environmental Assessment Checklist completion 

 
Note: This is Sala Krau-Upgrading RC road, Length=300m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness. 

 

Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Is the location of this project on the NCDD environmental 
watch list? 

  
√ 

 
It  is  out  of  watch  list  of 
NCDD 

Is the Project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

 

Wetlands 

Mangrove 

Estuarine 

  
 
 
 

√ 

 
 
 

 
None of Wetlands, 
Mangrove, and Estuarine in 
the watch list of NCDD at all 

Will the project cause impairment of historical/cultural 
areas; disfiguration of landscape or potential loss/damage 
to physical cultural resources? 

  
 

√ 

 
None of these 
areas/locations in the list of 
NCDD 

Will the project cause disturbance to precious ecology (e.g. 
sensitive or protected areas)? 

  
√ 

 
None of precious ecology in 
the list of NCDD 

Will the project cause alteration of surface water hydrology 
of waterways resulting in increased sediment in streams 
affected by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project cause deterioration of surface water quality 
due to silt runoff and sanitary wastes from worker-based 
camps and chemicals used in construction? 

  
 

√ 

Not anticipated. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will the project cause increased air pollution due to project 
construction and operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor dusts 
during shorter RC road 
upgrading. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 
Will  the   project   noise   and   vibration   due   to   project 
construction or operation? 

 

 
√ 

 Anticipating minor noise 
during shorter road 
construction. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

 

Will the project poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in 
construction camps and work sites, and possible 
transmission of communicable diseases (such as STI's and 
HIV/AIDS) from workers to local populations? 

  
 
 

√ 

Not anticipated due to the 
road line is shorter and civil 
work will be short-term and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures have to design 
and will be implemented in 
ECOC. 

Will the project creation of temporary breeding habitats for 
diseases such as those transmitted by mosquitoes and 
rodents? 

  
 

√ 

 
Not anticipated, the civil 
work is shorter, may 
negligible 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

Will the project large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes increased burden 
on social infrastructure and services (such as water supply 
and sanitation systems)? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated. It is very 
small scope of work and 
shorter, and localized. 

Will the project risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to physical, chemical, 
biological, and radiological hazards  during project 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, due to it is 
smaller, shorter and 
common. 

Will the project risks to community health and safety due to 
the transport, storage, and use and/or disposal of materials 
such as explosives, fuel and other chemicals during 
construction and operation? 

  

 
√ 

 
 

Not anticipated, it  is 
shorter, smaller, can be 
avoidable/negligible 

Will the project community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially where the 
structural elements or components of the project are 
accessible to members of the affected community or where 
their failure could result in injury to the community 
throughout project construction, operations and 
decommissioning? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 
Not anticipated 

 

 

 
Will the project generation of solid waste and/or hazardous 
waste? 

  

 

 

 
√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized.        Mitigation 
measures during 
construction and 
operation for proper 
waste segregation, 
collection and disposal 
are included in ECOC 

Will the project use of chemicals? 
  

√ 
Not applicable, 
reinforced concrete road 

 

 

Will the project generation of wastewater during 
construction or operation? 

  

 

 

√ 

Not anticipated, small 
scale, shorter and 
localized. Mitigation 
measures to prevent 
water pollution during 
construction and 
operation are included in 
ECOC 

 
Will the project risk of landmines/UXO? 

  

√ 

Participants and local 
authorities have 
reported that there is No 
landmines/UXO 

 

Will the project subject to flooding area 
  

√ 
Not anticipated of 
flooding, no experience 
of flooding in this area. 
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Environmental safeguards Yes No Remarks 

If the answer to any of the questions in this section is YES 
an Environmental Impact Assessment which includes an 
Environmental Management Plan and an Environmental 
Monitoring Plan needs to be prepared and attached. Has 
these documents been attached? 

 

 

 

√ 

 
Minor noise, dust and 
vibration will be 
anticipated occurring 
civil work implementing, 
need to prepare the 
ECOC. 
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Sala Krau: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 
 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 

Province Pailin Commune: Sala Krau 

 

District 
Sala Krau Commune GIS Code: 240103 

Name of 

Project 
Upgrading RC road, Length=300m, Width= 5m and 0.15m thickness 

Date(s) of 
participatory 
environmental 
analysis 

19 November 2018/July 2018 
Name of official responsible for analysis 
Tit Thy 

 
Location of doing 
the analysis 

At road line site and district hall. Number of local 
people participated 5 + 2 1 
in the analysis 
(attachment list) 

Environmental Mapping 

 

 The minutes of environmental analysis meeting: 
 

The road line will be built on the existing alignments, connecting from the 
National Road No.59 goes inside residents. Anticipated environmental impacts 
on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC 
road will only be temporary/shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be 
easily avoided or minimized. The local authorities have indicated about these 
concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by allowing bicycles and 
motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse after 
concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT 
also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the 
heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. The villagers and local 
authorities have reported that there is no landmines/UXO. After building, there 
will be none dust during dried season and no muddy during rainy season. 
Beneficiaries along the road line are so welcomed and asking us when would 
be built this road line 

Summary assessment: 
 

Summary assessment 

Classification Description Tick only one 
 

 
Category A 

The proposed project is classified as category A since it is likely 

to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 

irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may 

affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 

physical works. 
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Category B 

The proposed project is classified as category B since it has 

potential adverse environmental impacts but are less adverse 

than those of category A projects. These impacts are site- 

specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in most cases 

mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 

category A projects. 

 

 

Category C 
The proposed project is classified as category C since it has 

minimal or no adverse environmental impacts. 
√ 

 

Date: 19 November 2018 

Responsible Official 
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Sala Krau: Environmental Impact Analysis 

 
1. Long-term Impacts on Environment 

 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Increased threats to endangered wild animals 
known to live in the area 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the fisheries resources or fisheries 
stocks 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the forest (especially in bio-diversity 
areas) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Impact on sustainability of wetlands or water 
sources (especially in protected or bio-diversity 
area) 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term damage to agricultural land Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by changes to alignment or size of 
streams 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Erosion caused by removing vegetation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Flooding caused by project implementation Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to water quality due to chemical pollution Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Long term impact causing by dust, noise or safety 
problems 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to valuable cultural sites Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Damage to the livelihood, living environment or 
customs of indigenous people. 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem- traffic/access road during 
construction 

Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

Other long term problem (describe) Big impact   
Medium impact  
No/small impact  

 

2. Short-term Impacts on Environment 
 

Problem Severity Locations on map 

Damage will be caused by vehicles transporting 
materials to the site 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Dust problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Noise problem during construction Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Contamination of water resources during 
construction 

Medium impact   
No/small impact  
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Damage to home gardens and fruit trees Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Short-term damage to agricultural land Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Damage to domestic water supplies Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Traffic Management Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Other short-term problem (describe)/None Medium impact   
No/small impact  

Description 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 

Country/Project  Title:  CAM-  Decentralized  Public  Service  and  Financial  Management  Sector 
Development Project, Subprogram 2: 

 

 
 

Screening Questions Score Remarks 

Location 
and   Design 
of Project 

Is siting and/or routing of the Project (or its components) 
likely to be affected by climate conditions including extreme 
weather related events such as floods, droughts, storms, 
landslides? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) 
need to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., 
sea-level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind 
speed etc.)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Materials 
and 
Maintenance 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions 
(e.g. prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between 
hot summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity hydro-meteorological parameters likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, 
and related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s)? 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Performance 
of project 
outputs 

Would  weather/climate  conditions  and  related  extreme 
events likely affect the performance 

0 Not 
anticipated 

Sector: Public sector management 

Subsector: Decentralization - Public expenditure and fiscal management 

Division/Department: Public Management, Financial Sector and Trade Division, SERD 
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Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 
 

Very Likely 
 

Responses when added that provide a score of zero (0) will be considered low risk project/subproject. 
If adding all responses will result to a score of 1–4 and that no score of 2 and 1 were given to any single 
response, the project will be assigned a medium risk category. A total score of 5 or more (which include 
providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single response will be categorized as high risk 
project. 

 
Result of Initial Screening:  LOW_ 

 

Other Comments: The upgrading of road lines are shorter, and civil work implementation is also short- 
term and localized. 

 
Prepared by: SAO Botumroath SEEN AND AGREED BY: H.E. CHOU Kimleng 

 

Position: Safeguards Consultant Position: Project Director 
 

 

Signature: Signature   
 

Date: 19 November 2018 Date: 19 November 2018 
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LIST OF PARTICPANTS IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

 
Date: 19 November 2018 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Tit Thy Sala Krau M 44 District deputy Governor 0976263373 

2 Yoeum Phoeun Sala Krau M 59 commune chief 0974115971 

3 Sit Srors Toul M 47 Village chief 0976280466 

4 Chhun Thoeup Veal M 57 Village chief 08880479 

5 Sun Meng Ly Provincial 
administratio 

M 40 Office chief 0977283608 

6 
      

7 
      

8 
      

9 
      

10 
      

11 
      

12 
      

13 
      

14 
      

15 
      

16 
      

17 
      

18 
      

19 
      

20 
      

21 
      

22 
      

23 
      

24 
      

25 
      

26 
      

27 
      

28 
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Annex-2: Proposed Safeguards Categorizations 
 

Safeguards screening of SNIF subprojects Safeguards 
category based on 
SNIF field visits and 

IPP 

SN  

Province 
Name 

 

District 
Name 

Investment 
Project 

Proposal (IPP) 
Title 

 

Location/Addr 
ess 

 

 
Envi 

 

 
IR 

 

 
IP 

1  
 

Battambang 

 
 

Banan 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=800m, 
Width= 4m and 
0.15m thickness 

Kampong 
Chamlang 
village, Chheu 
Teal commune, 
Banan district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

2  

 
Battambang 

 
 

Phnum 
Proek 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=585m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Phnum Touch 
village, Pech 
Chenda 
commune, 
Phnum Proek 
distict. 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

3  
Kampong 
Cham 

 
Chamkar 
Leu 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=524m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Kbal Hong Chas 
village, Lvea Leu 
commune, 
Chamkar Leu 
district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

4  
Kampong 
Cham 

 
Cheung 
Prey 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=690m, 
Width= 4m and 
0.15m thickness 

Skon village, 
Soutip commune, 
Cheung Prey 
district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

5  
Kampong 
Cham 

 
Kampong 
Siem 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=885m, 
Width= 4m and 
0.15m thickness 

Chonghuk 
village, Ampil 
commune, 
Kampong Siem 
district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

6  
 

Kampong 
Cham 

 

 
Kaoh Soutin 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=535m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Preaek Ta Nong 
Dabbei (13) 
village, Preaek 
Ta Nong 
commune, Kaoh 
Soutin district. 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

7  
Kampong 
Cham 

 
 

Srei Santhor 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=618m, 
Width= 6m and 
0.15m thickness 

Rokar Tvear 
village, Preak Por 
commune, Srei 
Santhor district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

8  
 

 
Kandal 

 
 

Kandal 
Stueng 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=844m, 
Width= 4m, 4.5m, 
0.15m thickness 
and 1 drainage 

pipe, 1.0m 

Srok Chek 
village, Boeng 
khyang 
commune, 
Kandal Stueng 
district. 

 
 

C 

 
 

C 

 
 

C 

9  

 
Kandal 

 

Khsach 
Kandal 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=850m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Preaek Takong 
village, Preaek 
Ta Meak 
commune, 
Khsach Kandal 
district. 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 
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Safeguards screening of SNIF subprojects Safeguards 
category based on 
SNIF field visits and 

IPP 

SN  

Province 
Name 

 

District 
Name 

Investment 
Project 

Proposal (IPP) 
Title 

 

Location/Addr 
ess 

 

 
Envi 

 

 
IR 

 

 
IP 

10  

 

Kandal 

 

 

Kaoh Thum 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=700m, 
Width= 4m and 
0.15m thickness 

Kandal Kaoh 
Thum village, 
Kaoh Thum Ka 
commune, Kaoh 
Thum district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

11  

 

Kandal 

 

 

Leuk Daek 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=429m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Preaek Dach 
village, Preaek 
Dach commune, 
Leuk Daek 
district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

12  

Kandal 

 

Lvea Aem 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=1000m, 
Width= 4m and 
0.15m thickness 

Boeng Krum 
Kraom village, 
Boeng Krum 
commune, Lvea 
Aem district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

13  

Kandal 

 
Mukh 
Kampul 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=744m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Leu village, 
Preaek Annh 
Chanh 
commune, Mukh 
Kampul district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

14  

 

Kandal 

 

 

Angk Snuol 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=720m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Prey Boeng 
village, Baek 
Chan commune, 
Angk Snuol 
district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 

15  

 

 

Kandal 

 

 
Ponhea 
Lueu 

 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=558m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Tep Pranam and 
Kampong Choh 
Vear village, 
Vihear Luong 
commune, 
Ponhea Lueu 
district. 

 

 

C 

 

 

C 

 

 

C 

16  

 

 

 

 

 
Koh Kong 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Kiri Sakor 

Upgrading 5-RC 
road segments, 
with Length=150, 
with length 
275meters, with 
length 50 meters 
Width= 3m. 
Segment with 
length 55 meters 
width=1.5 meters 
and segment with 
length=40 meters 
width 2meters, all 
thickness 15 cm 

 

 

 

 

 

Kaoh Sdach 
village, Kaoh 
Sdach commune, 
Kiri Sakor district. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

C 

 

 

 

 

 
 

C 

 

 

 

 

 
 

C 

17  

 

Koh Kong 

 

 

Thma Bang 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=346m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Koki Chrum 
village, Ruessei 
Chrum 
commune, Thma 
Bang district. 

 

C 

 

C 

 

C 
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Safeguards screening of SNIF subprojects Safeguards 
category based on 
SNIF field visits and 

IPP 

SN  

Province 
Name 

 

District 
Name 

Investment 
Project 

Proposal (IPP) 
Title 

 

Location/Addr 
ess 

 

 
Envi 

 

 
IR 

 

 
IP 

18  

 
Prey Veng 

 

 
Ba Phnum 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=563m, 
Width= 5m & 
4.5m and 0.15m 
thickness 

Cheu Kach 
village, Cheu 
Kach commune, 
Ba Phnum 
district. 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

19  

 
Prey Veng 

 

Kamchay 
Mear 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=430m, 
Width= 4m & 5m 
and 0.12m 
thickness 

Chour Ti Muoy 
village, Kranhung 
commune, 
Kamchay Mear 
district. 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

 

 
C 

20  

 

Prey Veng 

 

 
Kampong 
Trabaek 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=380m, 
Width= 4m or 5 m 
and 0.15m 
thickness 

Kampong 
Trabaek village, 
Kampong 
Trabaek 
commune, 
Kampong 
Trabaek district. 

 

 

C 

 

 

C 

 

 

C 

21  

 

Prey Veng 

 

 

Pea Reang 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=340m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Russey Chuk 
village, Rokar 
commune, Pea 
Reang district. 

 

 

C 

 

 

C 

 

 

C 

22  

 

 

Prey Veng 

 

 

 

Svay Antor 

Upgrading 
mountain sand 
road, 
(Length=6122m, 
Width= 4.5m) 
&(4m with 
length 1300m) 

 

Sraloung 1, 2,3 
and Talaeuk 
villages, 
Angkortret 
commune, Svay 
Antor district. 

 

 

 

C 

 

 

 

C 

 

 

 

C 

23  

 

Pailin 

 

 

Sala Krau 

Upgrading RC 
road, 
Length=300m, 
Width= 5m and 
0.15m thickness 

Toul/Veal 
villages, Sala 
Krau commune, 
Sala Krau district 

 

 

C 

 

 

C 

 

 

C 

Source: Summary from proposals submitted and field visited/screening checklists 
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Annex-3: Summary minutes of public consultation meeting 

 

Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Banan 

 
On the 20th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant have conducted safeguards screening checklists and consultations with 
Banan district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely affected households along the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well  as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: After walking and measuring of road lines’ 
width already, we have gathering in a resident to discuss about safeguards issues, Ms. Kong 
Sotheavy asking whether road upgrading will be inside her fence? the local authority said, we 
will not be upgrading the RC road goes beyond your fence, the road width is 4 meters. Mr. Roeuy 
Chamrouen said that he is voluntary to donate his land to the project on the bending point (if 
required land take here) I am boring with accessing the present road condition that is muddy and 
dusty. The local authorities mentioned about the land registration and the right of way had 
determined 10 meters for further widening, albeit, the RC road width will be within the existing 
alignment (4 meters) and COI. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road, slippery and muddy during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Inhabitants complaint about dusty and slippery of road 
situation during their travelling. Mr. Leng Chan Thorn, asking about bidding process whether it is 
in the district level and in central level? the working team has responded that do not know unless 
the safeguards documents will not concurrent by ADB safeguards officers. In connection with 
dust and noise, during civil work implementation, Mr. Sem Vanno mentioned that at present it is 
dusty and slippery, those impact may negligible or none during civil work implementation as we 
have one detouring road to by-passing the commuters travelling along this road line, and after 
upgrading there will not be dusty and slippery. The beneficiaries are concerned mainly about 
their access to their houses/residents during upgrading activities and after newly concrete 
casting, others concerns are about big truck passes through the road line. The local authorities 
as well as district project facilitating team (PFT) have mentioned to take action about these 
concerns, after concrete casting just only two or three days will allowing only bicycles and 
motorbikes (without trailer) to pass through, while cars/van may allow to traverse after concrete 
casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that 
after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent 
the heavy truck to pass through the road line. 
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Photo of activities: 
 

 
 
 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Leng Chan Thorn Banan M 49 district deputy governor 095228081 

2 Ny Chhean Banan M 71 district councilor 095265103 

3 Sem Vanno Banan M 49 district technical officer 092892744 

4 Theam Chan Thou Banan F 31 deputy chief of procurement 0975875595 

5 Srengseng Heak Banan M 35 Comm/Sang planning 011344417 

6 Chum Sate Panha Banan M 32 officer planning 092623133 

7 Leng Chan Thorn Banan M 49 district deputy governor 095228081 

8 Ny Chhean Banan M 71 district councilor 095265103 

9 Sem Vanno Banan M 49 district technical officer 092892744 

10 Theam Chan Thou Banan F 31 deputy chief of procurement 0975875595 

11 Srengseng Heak Banan M 35 Commune/Sang planning 011344417 

12 Roeuy Chamroeun Banan M 49 Gendre Armries/PM 012862286 

13 Kong Sotheavy Kampong F 45 Inhabitant 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings – Phnum Proek 

 
On the 19th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Phnum Proek district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well  as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: After walking and measuring of road lines’ 
width already, we have gathering in a resident to discuss about safeguards issues by Initiating 
question that, is there any concern in relation to impact of fixed assets by road upgrading? Ms. 
Moeung Chanthy indicated that as we measuring the width of road line at naroow points, it is not 
impact any fixed assets, land use, it is beneficial to the villagers here, after upgrading, it allows 
our children walking through this road line ton school smoothly. All participants indicated that 
there is no impact on residential land and other fixed assets along the road line, as we are walking 
and measuring, wished to obtain and accessing this road sooner to use during this rainy season. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with muddy/slippery during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Inhabitants complaint about dusty and muddy of road 
condition. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising 
from the upgrading of proposed RC road will only be temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny 
area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The villagers are concerned about their access to 
households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through. 
The district project facilitating team (PFT) has responded to the concerns that a heavy truck is 
not allowed to traverse after concrete casting. The contractor/subcontractor has to put the 
concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck to traversing through the road line. 
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Photo of public consultation meeting: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Moeung Chan Thy Phnum Proek M 34 Vice chief of district 092249776 

2 Nup Sat Pech Chenda M 64 Commune chief 012540559 

3 Mom Vanna Phnum Proek M - Chief off of commune planning 0979991878 

4 De Van Neang Pech Chenda M 44 Commune clerk 017773324 

5 Mei Dy Pech Chenda F 65 first commune deputy chief 0886826152 

6 Mot Panha Phnum Touch M 26 villager 092375066 

7 Neak Paeng Phnum Touch M 62 village chief 0977940666 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Chamkar Leu 

 
On the 5th December 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Chamkar Leu district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well  as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 

 
In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: After walking and measuring of road lines’ 
width already, we have gathering in a resident to discuss about safeguards issues. When 
asking about affected properties along the road line, Mr. Am Bros has said that there is none 
of land take, affected properties and livelihoods of residents as the road line is larger with rice 
fields of both sides. All participants are eager to obtain RC road soon and inquiring when will 
be constructed this road line? 

 
 

Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with muddy during rainy seasons and 
dusty during dried seasons. Mr. Sak Sean has questioned about when will be built this road line 
as presently the road line is dusty and muddy? it is difficult to travel plying this road line. The 
working team responses to this question that, we do not know yet and do not promise when will 
be built. The environmental impacts during the upgrading of proposed RC road will only be 
temporary, shorter, localized that can be easily avoided or minimized. The beneficiaries are 
concerned about heavy truck passes through road line. The local authorities have mentioned 
that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to 
prevent the heavy truck pass through. 
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Photo of activities: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

List of participant 
 
 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Long Kheng Chankar Leu M 50 District Governor 092297697 

2 Nhep Sopheap La Vea Leu M 54 Chief of commune 0976912299 

3 Pin Sopha La Vea Leu M 63 Councilor 012206857 

4 Vann Chea La Vea Leu M 63 - 0713335152 

5 Nhan Sarann La Vea Leu M - - 0877824613 

6 Em Oun La Vea Leu M 54 Villager 0884404847 

7 Chin Toem La Vea M - Village chief 0885217680 

8 Chan Sok Hong Thmei M - Village chief 0975434352 

9 Sak Sean Hong Thmei M - Villager - 

10 Am Bros Hong Thmei M - Villager - 

11 Loeung Ramo Chankar Leu M 49 Dist depu governor 092231731 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Chueng Prey 

 
On the 5th December 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Chueng Prey district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries  along  the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: After walking and measuring of road lines’ 
width, Mr. Bat Choy, has a suggestion representing the beneficiaries that we are welcomed this 
road line upgrading as RC road due to the traffic plying on this road line is busy and people 
wishing to obtain the good road, clean and last longer using of this RC road. As we have 
conducted and found that there is no land take and immovable assets. They are a bit concerned 
about access to their house after concrete casting, asking when the road is upgrading since there 
is no impact on the existing alignment and COI. 

 

Regarding environmental issue, currently It is earthen road with muddy during rainy seasons and 
dusty during dried seasons. Mr. Chet Chheun has raised question that there will be cutting three 
located close or adjacent to road line? the working team has responded that there will be no 
cutting the tree along the road line since the alignments are out sides of affected assets, if 
contractor cut one tree, they have to plant two trees at least. The contractor camp site (if any) 
will be cleaned up once completion include solid waste and oils. Anticipated environmental 
impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of proposed RC 
road will only be temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or 
minimized. The residents are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete 
casting and about heavy truck traversed through the road line. The PFT has mentioned that after 
concrete casting the contractor has to put the concrete posts to prevent the big truck pass 
through. 
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Photo of activities: Extension from previous RC road 
 

 
 
 
 

List of participants: 
 
 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Ot Chheang Ly Cheung Prey M 50 District governor 012667251 

2 Meak Sophary Cheung Prey M 33 Vice chief of procurement 017248172 

3 Chroeng Nareth Cheung Prey M 43 Chief of inter-sector 089309197 

4 Sem Pheng Cheung Prey M - Vice chief of supported commune 012901482 

5 Ou Chheng Loach Cheung Prey M - Technical staff 0766677744 

6 Ath Sophat Cheung Prey M 36 Chief of admin 012594981 

7 Bat Choy Cheung Prey M - Chef of Village 092898443 

8 Chen Sophany Cheung Prey F - Inhabitant - 

9 Chet Chheun Cheung Prey M - Inhabitant - 

10 Khat Pholla Cheung Prey F - Inhabitant - 

11 Soy Sauy Cheung Prey F - Inhabitant - 

12 
Phu Som Aen 

Cheung Prey M - Inhabitant - 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

45 

Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Kampong Siem 

 
On the 4th December 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Kampong Siem district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well  as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: After measuring the road width, there is no 
land take and impact on the affected properties. and Ms. Soeun Ry Inhabitants are concerned 
about their RC roads after newly upgrading there will be more heavy trucks pass through. They 
asking when the road will be upgrading. The residents living along the road line are welcomed 
to have and accessing the upgrading RC road sooner 

 

Regarding environmental issue, it is earthen road with dusty during dried seasons, muddy and 
water puddle during rainy seasons. Mr. Ouch Then said that the environmental impacts arising 
from the upgrading of proposed RC road will be negligible as presently it is not so good for 
environment such muddy, water puddle during rainy season and dry season is dusty. Ms. Chea 
Keav has raised her concern when will be built this road line as it is now difficult to traverse on 
it, during rainy season is muddy and water puddle. The working team has said that, we do not 
know when will be constructed so far. 

 

 
Photo of public consultation meeting: 
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List of participants: 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Em Kim Sour Kg Siem M 58 District Governor 012754211 

2 Yi Vannak Kg Siem M 50 District depu Governor 012488814 

3 Kim Mavun Kg Siem F 52 Depu Dir cabinet 092709695 

4 Ban Soknang Chonghouk F 33 Vice chief of procurement 092770360 

5 Chhean Sorya Kg Siem F 35 Supported commune 017603964 

6 Sae Kimhanh Kg Siem M 30 Vice chief of procurement 077661242 

7 Ten Chan Thoeun Provincial Kg F - Technical officer 012914978 

8 Seng SreyLeng Kg Siem F 31 Chief of admin 010499824 

9 Ngoun Chhay Ampil M 62 Member of councilor 012273051 

10 Ly Chhay Loul Ampil M 64 Member of councilor 012506956 

11 Roth Kimhai Ampil M 61 Chief of commune 092650860 

12 Nhoep Sak Chonghouk M 70 Village chief 099929226 

13 Khut Saran Kg Siem M 62 Member of CC 012252430 

14 Ouch Then Chonghouk M - Inhabitant 
 

15 Soeun Ry Chonghouk M - Inhabitant 
 

16 Mon Leng Chonghouk M - Inhabitant 
 

17 Chea Keav Chonghouk F - Inhabitant 
 

18 Nov Menghoeng Chonghouk M - Inhabitant 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Kaoh Sotin 

 
On the 4th December 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Koah Sotin district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: After assessment, the villagers are gathering 
to get the opinion in relation to the proposed upgrading RC road. All participants agreed in the 
meeting that there is no impact at all, they like to have the RC road upgrading as they are difficult 
to travel during rainy season. All participants in the meeting are very welcomed to obtain and 
accessing the upgrading RC road line sooner. 

 

Regarding environmental issue, it is earthen road and muddy. During rainy seasons, mainly 
when the Mekong river water is going up this road line is inundated around one month for some 
years when the Mekong water is going up higher. Participants complaint about dusty, dirt and 
muddy of actual road condition. As present environment is, an anticipated environmental impacts 
on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of proposed RC road will 
only be temporary, shorter, localized, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The villagers are 
concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting. The local authorities 
mentioned that after concrete casting, the motorbike is allowed to traverse within 2 days and the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the big truck. 
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Photo of public consultation meeting: 
 

 
 
 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Chea Lai Heng Preaek M 70 Commune chief 0121936687 

2 Soy Pisith Preaek Ta Nong M 37 Commune clerk 092656446 

3 Bour Sophal Preaek Ta Nong M 64 Commune councilor 012493800 

4 Koam Thiev Preaek Ta Nong M 60 Commune councilor 092868510 

5 Li Het Preaek Ta Nong M 47 Commune councilor 08898865466 

6 Vat Seriya Preaek Ta Nong M 49 Vice chief of procurement 0973623358 

7 Be Da Preaek Ta Nong M 48 Chief office of commune 0778662001 

8 Chea Lai Heng Preaek M 70 Commune chief 0121936687 

9 Soy Pisith Preaek Ta Nong M 37 Commune clerk 092656446 

10 Bour Sophal Preaek Ta Nong M 64 Commune councilor 012493800 

11 Koam Thiev Preaek Ta Nong M 60 Commune councilor 092868510 

12 Li Het Preaek Ta Nong M 47 Commune councilor 08898865466 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Srey Santhor 

 
On the 3rd December 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Srey Santhor district/local authorities as  well as  beneficiaries  along  the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well  as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
The road assessment has done, people are gathered to obtain the idea whether there is any 
impact on movable and immovable property and land take? Mr. Lim Chhoun has mentioned that 
the proposed road width of reinforced concrete upgrading is 6 meters, and the existing road width 
is ranging from 10 meters to 13 meters, so there is no impact in terms of land take, affected 
structures, others structures, and tree/crop are required. The residents living along this road line 
are welcomed to the upgrading RC road line sooner. 

 

Regarding environmental issue, Currently It is earthen and rocky road with bumpy and dirty 
during rainy seasons and dusty during dry seasons. Ms. Chhe Siphou complaints about her road 
bumpy, muddy and dirty, so the anticipated environmental impacts arising from the upgrading of 
RC road will only be lesser, temporary, shorter, localized that can be easily avoided or minimized. 
The beneficiaries wished to access and using this RC road as soon as ready built, because they 
waiting longer time so far. 
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Photo of activities: 
 

 
 
 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Chea Lun Srey Santor M 68 officer of procurement 012241898 

2 Lim Chhoun Srey Santor M 62 officer of procurement 092855742 

3 Tum Dam Srey Santor M 67 officer of procurement 092538569 

4 Srey Savun Srey Santor M 45 officer of procurement 089576686 

5 Song Tong Srey Santor M 38 Chief of procurement 016378253 

6 Chhe Siphou Preaek Pou F - Commune chief 092192226 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Kandal Stueng 

 
On the 30th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Kandal Stung district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well  as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After walking and measuring of road lines’ width already, we have discussed about land take and 
affected properties by initiating that, is there any concern in relation to your likely affected 
propertied by road upgrading? Mr. Hoeung Him said that if the road width needs more space for 
widening, he is voluntary contributed his mango tree along the road line to the project. Ms. Phat 
Sokong, Mr. Dim Mao and Ms. Soung Sameth also mentioned that if the road needs more spaces 
for widening they voluntary contributed to the project, because it is bumpy and dirty. In fact, the 
RC road width is within the existing alignment, there will be none of affected assets and people 
are concerned about their access to their households after newly concrete casting. They are 
welcomed to have and accessing the upgrading road line sooner. 

 

Regarding environmental issue, currently it is deteriorated/dilapidated laterite road and earthen 
road. Ms. Soung Sameth mentioned that the presently road is bumpy and dirty- it is not good for 
environment already, the anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological 
environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary, shorter, localized, will 
affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The inhabitants are concerned about 
their access to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck 
pass through. District project facilitating team (PFT) have mentioned to about these concerns, 
after concrete casting just only two or three days, allowing only pedestrian, bicycles and 
motorbikes, and cars may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. 
The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor 
/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass 
through the road line. 
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Photo of public consultation meeting: 
 

 
 
 
 

List of participants: 
 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Sin Sambath Kandal Stueng M 55 District Deputy 011948246 

2 Has Pheak Sovann Kandal Stueng M 34 Chief Office of Planning 012295933 

3 Nay Chandy Boeung Kyang M 
 

Commune Chief 092249036 

4 Vann Chhin Srok Chek M 
 

Village Chief 012302657 

5 Kong Dyna Srok Chek M 39 villager 
 

6 Nop Sav Srok Chek F 38 villager 
 

7 San Ang Srok Chek F 39 villager 
 

8 San Ear Srok Chek M 63 villager 
 

9 Hoeung Him Srok Chek M 
 

villager 
 

10 Phat Sokong Srok Chek F 
 

villager 
 

11 Dim Mao Srok Chek M 
 

villager 
 

12 Soung Sameth Srok Chek F 
 

villager 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Khsach Kandal 

 
On the 25th October 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with safeguards 
consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and consultations 
with Khsach Kandal district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed upgrading 
road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background of the 
project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely affected 
households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the activities 
of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After measuring of road lines’ width, short gathering to discuss about safeguards matters have 
been conducted that, Mr. Kong Boramey indicated that the proposed RC road width is 
within/inside the existing alignment and COI, there will be none of land take, affected structures, 
others structures, tree, crop are acquired. A bit concerns about their access to their households 
after newly concrete casting and this is the awarded contractor has to inform the people residing 
along this road line about her/his schedule for concrete casting therefore people can park their 
cars outsider the upgrading road line. 

 

Regarding environmental issue, Currently it is earthen road with muddy and slippery during 
rainy seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Mr. Kong Boramey has revealed that the 
present environment issue is muddy and slippery during rainy seasons and dusty during dried 
seasons so the anticipated environmental impacts during the upgrading of RC road will be 
temporary, shorter as it is upgrading of the RC roads that taking time around one month due 
to here we order cement concrete from the concrete firm in Praek Ta Meak to casting the RC 
road upgrading. 
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Photo of public consultation meeting: 
 

 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Kong Boramey Khsat Kandal M - Officer 087666061 

2 Chan Dara Khsat Kandal M 
 

Deputy governor 017696943 

3 Vou Yonheang Khsat Kandal M 
 

Councilor member 012387220 

4 Chea Kimleng Khsat Kandal M 
 

Cabinet Director 012586801 

5 Ly Kunthea Khsat Kandal M 
 

Chief office of inter-sector 012939275 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Kaoh Thom 

 
On the 30th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Kaoh Thom district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
The assessment has done, initiating issue regarding land acquisition and resettlement that, is 
there any expression in relation to affected propertied by road upgrading? as we measuring there 
is no impact on land use and other properties, the proposed RC road width is within the existing 

alignment. The concerns would be about the access to villager’s residents after newly 
concrete casting. They expressed their concerned about their RC roads will no longer use 
after newly upgrading due to the big truck pass through. The working team has responded that 
the awarded contractor needs to preventing and maintaining the road line after upgrading. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with muddy and slippery during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Ms. Yang Srean has expressed about dusty and 
slippery of road condition and she said adding that the anticipated environmental impacts during 
the upgrading of RC road will only be lesser, temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, 
that can be easily avoided or minimized. It is concerned about resident’s access to her/his 
households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through the 
road line. The PFT has indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, 
by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse after 
concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding 
mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete 
rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
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Photo of activities: 
 

 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Mean Cham Roeun Kaoh Thum M 30 District depu governor 017301166 

2 Heng Ngoan Leang Kaoh Thum M 53 Vice chief of planning 015679371 

3 Sar Sopheap Kaoh Thum M 38 depu chief of procurement 0973343767 

4 Yang Srean Kaoh Thum F 60 commune councilor 0717141672 

5 Sim Sytha Kaoh Thum F 59 chief of planning 0977113586 

6 Seth Kav Kaoh Thum M 64 commune chief 012521819 

7 Kea Chhour Kaoh Thum M 67 commune councilor 0719682199 

8 San Sareth Kaoh Thum M 47 commune councilor 0888222356 

9 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Luek Daek 

 
On the 30th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Luek Daek district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
The walking through and measuring of road lines’ width, brief meeting to discuss about 
safeguards issues- Ms. Sok Eat raised question, representing beneficiaries here that when will 
be constructed this road line, the commencement and finishing? as this road line is muddy and 
slippery during rainy season and dusty during dry season. As we measuring the width of road 
line there is no affected properties, the properties are away from alignments and COI. All 
participants are concerned about their access to their households and after newly concrete 
casting are concerned about big truck pass through. The residents are wishing to have and 
accessing the upgrading road line soon. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with slippery and muddy during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Inhabitants complaint about dusty and slippery of road 
situation. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising 
from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that 
can be easily avoided or minimized. The inhabitants are concerned about their access to 
households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through. 
The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just only few 
days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to 
traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also 
adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete 
rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
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List of participants: 

 
 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Mal Valy Preaek Dach F 59 Cabinet Director 016930987 

2 Nou Vano Preaek Dach M 36 Cabinet Deputy Director 0963372298 

3 Run Polin Preaek Dach M 38 Chief Office of Commune 015966168 

4 Khen Thon Preaek Dach M 48 Vice Chief Office of 0969068991 

5 Ukly Bunly Leuk daek M 30 Officer of supported Com 0889445335 

6 Teng Kang Preaek Dach M 67 Village Third Chief 0886402676 

7 Norng Den Preaek Dach M 68 First Depu Comm Chief 0968300528 

8 Nam Panh Preaek Dach M 57 Commune Councilor 0717634411 

9 Tru Thoeun Preaek Dach F 33 Second Depu comm Chief 070277872 

10 Meas Sa-Em Preaek Dach F 65 Commune Councilor 0963172255 

11 Chhorn Yoeun Preaek Dach F 45 Commune Councilor 0965138410 

12 Sok Eth Preaek Dach F 52 Vice Village Chief 0965451541 

13 Phorn Kim Hour Preaek Dach M 61 CC Training 
 

14 Som Samas Preaek Dach M 78 Commune Councilor 
 

15 Khmao Vorn Preaek Dach M - Commune Chief 0712147984 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Lvea Aem 

 
On the 3rd December 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Lvea Aem district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After assessment of road lines’ width already, they are gathering to discuss about safeguards 
matters, is there any concern or expression in relation to affected propertied by road upgrading? 
Ms. Bunna said as we are measuring the road width is 4 meters, there is no impact on land use. 
The access to their households are the matters after newly concrete casting and their concerns 
about RC roads will pass through by hug truck after newly concrete casting. All participants are 

so welcomed and asking us when would be built this road line. 

Regarding environmental issue, currently it is deteriorated/dilapidated laterite road with dusty. 
Ms. Banna is initiating that presently the environmental issue is dusty in this populated area and 
when asking about the anticipated environmental impacts during the upgrading of RC road will 
only be lesser, temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or 
negligible. Ms. Bunna also asking when the awarded contractor comes, does the contractor 
employs the villagers here as workers or skilled workers because my husbands ‘skills is skilled 
workers for construction works. 
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List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Put Sokhany Lvea Aem F 58 District depu governor 0922714151 

2 Nhoek Sat Lvea Aem M 50 Director of cabinet 0717450668 

3 Phon Vannarak Lvea Aem F 50 Chief of Com planning 095488011 

4 Keo Choun 
Sokunthea 

Lvea Aem F 34 Vice Chief of Com planning 0979418926 

5 Prach Sovannairth Lvea Aem M - TSO 0883331936 

6 Ly Koy Boeng Krum M - Commune Chief 012649272 

7 Vann Sotha Boeng Krum F - Commune Clerk 012819092 

8 Chu Ren Boeng Krum F - Second depu chief of comm 
 

9 Bun Kheng Boeng Krum M - vice chief of village 
 

10 Lam Phan Boeng Krum M - chief of village 
 

11 Kong Hak Boeng Krum M - villager 
 

12 Sok Puy Boeng Krum M - villager 
 

13 Cheang Bunna Boeng Krum F 
 

villager 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Mukh Kampul 

 
On the 25th October 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with safeguards 
consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and consultations 
with Mukh Kampul district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed upgrading 
road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background of the 
project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely affected 
households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the activities 
of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After measuring of road lines’ width, short gathering to discuss about safeguards matters have 
been conducted that, Mr. Sokha Tem indicated that the proposed RC road width is within/inside 
the existing alignment and COI, there will be none of land take, affected structures, others 
structures, tree, crop are acquired. A bit concerns about their access to their households after 
newly concrete casting and this is the awarded contractor has to inform the people residing along 
this road line about her/his schedule for concrete casting therefore people can park their cars 
outsider the upgrading road line. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with muddy and slippery during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Mr. Sokha Tem has indicated that the present 
environment issue is muddy and slippery during rainy seasons and dusty during dried seasons 
so the anticipated environmental impacts during the upgrading of RC road will be temporary, 
shorter as it is upgrading the RC roads that taking time around two weeks to one month due to 
here we have cement concrete availability from the concrete firm in Praek Ta Meak to casting 
and the contractor could complete his cement casting quickly. 
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Photo of public consultation meeting: 
 

 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Tem Sokha Mukh Kampul M - Vice chief office of Planning 
 

2 Chhay Sokna Mukh Kampul M 
 

Deputy governor 
 

3 Loch Sam Ponlouk Mukh Kampul M 
 

Chief office of inter-sector 
 

4 Dim Bunarith Mukh Kampul M 
 

Chief office of administration 
 

5 Po Phallin Mukh Kampul M 
 

Chief office of C/S 
 

6 Tum Sokphal Mukh Kampul M 
 

Councilor member 
 

7 Sok Kosal Mukh Kampul M 
 

Vice chief office of L/K 
 

8 Choup Ratha Mukh Kampul M 
 

Cabinet Director 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Angsnoul 

 
On the 30th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Angsnoul district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 

After walking and measuring road width, the short gathering has been conducted to discuss 
about safeguards issues by initiating that, is there any concern or expression in relation to 
affected propertied by road upgrading? Mr. Set Sam Oul said as we measuring there is no 
impact on land use, and or other structures like fences and electricity post are outside the 
alignment and COI. The road will be upgrading faster due to the contractor can order the 
concrete from the concrete firm for concrete casting. Mr. Sem Bae was asking when this road 
line will be upgrading, I am waiting to use this road line as my house is in deeper village and 
the present road situation is bumpy, muddy during rainy season and dusty in dried season. 
The working team has responses to that question: we do not know when will be upgrading, it 
depends upon the safeguards documents are endorsing by ADB/CARM safeguards officers 
and the procurement process is ready for selecting of contractor to implementing the civil work. 

 

Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with bumpy, muddy during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Mr. Set Sam OL complaints about, bumpy, muddy and 
dusty of current road condition. The working team initiated asking about dusty during civil work 
implementation? he said that presently is dusty/dirt, muddy and bumpy. The dust and noise may 
negligible or none of them. when it is upgrading there is no dust, mud and smooth. In connection 
with peoples’ concerned about their access to households after newly concrete casting and other 
concerns about heavy truck pass through the road line. The local authorities have indicated about 
these concerns, because we have two detouring roads. after concrete casting just only few days, 
by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse after 
concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding 
mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete 
rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
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Photo of activities: 
 

 
 
 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Horl Phally Angk Snoul M - Deputy dir of cabinet 012582069 

2 Min Sophat Angk Snoul M - Chief office of admin 077476765 

3 Set Sam Oul Baek Chan M - councilors 011503603 

4 Sem Bae Prey Boeng M - Village chief 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Ponhea Lueu 

On the 20th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Ponhea Lueu district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well  as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: After walking and measuring of road lines’ width 
already we have gathering to discuss about safeguards matter. The working team initiating that: 
is there any concern or expression in relation to affected propertied by road upgrading? The 
proposed road width is 5 meters all participants have answered that there is no impact as we have 
measured the road width already, the proposed road width of 5-meter is outside of the fence of 
households, no land use, all participants are wishing to obtain and access the reinforced concrete 
road soon. The beneficiaries expressed their concerns about their access to their households 
after newly concrete casting. 
Regarding environmental issue, currently current road situation is deteriorated laterite road with 
dusty, all beneficiaries wishing to have reinforced concrete road upgrading. Some participants 
said that normally there will be minor noisy, dusty and traffic during upgrading of road line mainly 
villager living along the road line. The beneficiaries are concerned about their access to 
households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through the 
road line. The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, that they are strictly monitor 
the implementation of civil works and after concrete casting just only few days by allowing just 
bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse after concrete 
casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned that 
after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent 
the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. Many beneficiaries along the road line 
are eager to obtain the upgrading RC road and asking us when would be built this road line? 

Photo of activities: 
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List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Ork Srun Ponhea M 69 district councilor chief 012998694 

2 Thorn Sovanna Ponhealeu M 49 district governor 077589878 

3 Heng Kim Heang Ponhealeu M 40 district deputy governor 077500049 

4 Hang Chantha Ponhealeu M 47 district deputy governor 092988417 

5 Bou Phoeun Ponhea Leu M 46 commune-S supoet office 099687097 

6 Sek Phoeun Vihear Loung M 65 commune chief 012672389 

7 Khut Sokhom Vihear Loung M 65 Second Comm chief 012657807 

8 Chan Soknil Vihear Loung F - commune councilor 092686672 

9 Teang Sary Vihear Loung F - commune councilor 012692095 

10 Pal Proeung Vihear Loung M - commune councilor 098647799 

11 Phat Chea Vihear Loung M - commune chief 0969161433 

12 Hing Ros Tep Pranam M - Vice village chief 
 

13 Sim Sokhom Tep Pranam F 
 

village member 016804967 

14 Hout Hai Ponhealeu M 46 cabinet director 012415703 

15 Tim Savun Ponhealeu M 63 district councilor 012885175 

16 Im Thoeun Ponhealeu M 69 district councilor 0969210495 

17 Chan Thy Tep Pranam F - villager 081770767 

18 Mao Chhun Mony Tep Pranam F 47 villager 
 

19 Nat Khat Tep Pranam M 54 villager 012500280 

20 Hout Sary Tep Pranam F 40 villager 
 

21 Ro Sokhom Tep Pranam F 73 villager 
 

22 Ro Sokha Tep Pranam M - villager 096996981 

23 Chan Veasna Tep Pranam M 34 villager 
 

24 Nop Meng Tep Pranam M 41 villager 
 

25 Phin Chan Then Tep Pranam M 42 villager 
 

26 Mao Synath Ponhealeu M 39 Vice chief of procurement 012675547 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meeting- Kiri Sakor 

 
On the 12th December 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Kiri Sakor district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road lines in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After walking and measuring of all road lines’ width already, short gathering to discuss about 
social safeguard. The working team initiating question that is there any concerns in relation to a 
coconut tree of Mr. Say Heng and Mr. Say Heng said that this is older one, I like to cut it down 
due to I am afraid of falling to residents around this coconut tree and if I hiring someone to cut 
may be expensive so I keep until awarded contract for these upgrading road to cut and trimming 
for. Mr. Say Heng said adding that other reinforced concrete roads are upgrading already and 
there is no resettlement issue, I meant the contractor upgrading only the existing alignment as 
we are measuring. And all beneficiaries and local authorities along the road lines are endeavor 
to obtain and accessing the upgrading road lines and asking us when would be built this road 
line, we are waiting longer time? 

 

Regarding environmental issue, Currently, those road lines are earthen and 
deteriorated/dilapidated concrete roads with bumpy and muddy. Ms. Vanndet said that the 
present situations of road lines are worse-something dirty and during civil work implementation I 
did not see any environmental issue base on previous RC road upgrading. Anticipated 
environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of 
RC road will only be temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided 
or minimized. Beneficiaries along the road lines are very welcomed and asking us when would 
be built these roads lines- we are waiting long times. 
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Photo of public consultation meeting: 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Sok Vanndet Kiri Sakor F - Chief of councilor 0979624999 

2 Yang Rithy Kiri Sakor M - Vice  chief  off  of  supported 0964524853 

3 Chhang Bunseang Kiri Sakor M - District Councilor 0887571515 

4 Phal Socheat Kiri Sakor M - District Councilor 0719229446 

5 Say Nget Kiri Sakor M - Vice chief office 010678960 

6 Heng Vibol Kiri Sakor M - Vice chief of procurement 015371358 

7 Say Heng Kaoh Stach M - First deputy comm chief 016935807 

8 Soam Titya Kiri Sakor M - Inter-sector 0979988614 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Thma Bang 

 
On the 11th December 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Thma Bang district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After walking and measuring of road lines’ width we have gathering to discuss about safeguards 
matters- Mr. Sophanna said that since we measuring altogether, we found that there is no impact 
in terms of land takes, and others properties, the proposed RC road width is within/inside the 
existing alignment and COI. All participants asking us when would be built this road line? the 
answer still do not know when will be upgrading the road line. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is deteriorated/dilapidated laterite road with dusty, 
Mr. Vann Chorn indicated that at present the road line is dusty because of vans and small trucks 
are traversing through this road. The anticipated environmental impacts arising from the 
upgrading of RC road will be lesser, temporary, shorter. However, the awarded contractor may 
need to have water pouring to suppress the dust during their civil work implementation. Mr. Vann 
Chorn suggested adding that to awarded contractor when implementing his/her upgrading RC 
road shall have concrete casting one side and allowing one side for traffic. Once his completion 
of concrete casting of both sides also has putting the concrete rings (from the beginning and 
ending of RC road) to prevent the trucks pass through. 
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Photo of activities: 
 

 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Orn Sothearith Thmar Bang M - District governor 0977558866 

2 Khut Mean Thmar Bang M 30 District depu governor 09749488049 

3 Buth Boeun Thmar Bang M 39 Officer 0979111458 

4 Phong Sophanna Ruessey M - Chief of commune 0975144042? 

5 Sous Samoeun Ruessey M 40 Commune clerk 060559555 

6 Nol Sophal Ruessey M 43 Councilor 0975735550 

7 Vann Phorn Ruessey M 47 First depu comm chief 0314222221 

8 Srun Muoy Ruessey F 47 Village Vice chief 0979198897 

9 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Ba-Phnum 

 
On the 29th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Ba-Phnum district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After walking assessments of road lines’ width, there was gathering to discuss on land acquisition 
and resettlement. Two villagers have raised their concerns, Ms. Hash Saron has said that when 
upgrading this road line, her big tamarin adjacent to road alignment will be cutting? and Mr. Hang 
Polouk asked question about his fence close to road alignment will be removing? the district 
deputy governor has responses that as you knew the proposed alignment is 5 meters, the 
contractor has to upgrade only 5 meters only, this is reinforced concrete road. The concerns 
about their access to households after newly concrete casting and big truck pass through this 
road line have been raised. The working team has explained that there will be putting concrete 
ring after concrete casting and please understand that after cement casting the cars and van are 
not allowed to step on the road, and few days will allow the motorbike to pass through the road. 
All participants are asking us when the road line will be built? 

 

Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with muddy and dirty. Inhabitants 
complaint about dirty and muddy of road condition. Mr. Keo Sareth mentioned that the present 
environmental issue is not good as you know the road line is muddy and dirty. During upgrading 
of road line the environmental impacts will only be temporary, shorter, localized, however we 
have to monitor the use of water for concrete casting and the storage of engine oil and diesel at 
campsite of awarded contractor. The participants are concerned about their access to 
households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through the 
road line. The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just 
only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow 
to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT 
also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the 
concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
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Photo of activities: 

 

 
 

 
List of participants: 

 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Khut Chan Ren Chheu Kach M 66 District councilor 0884166546 

2 Nhim Kan Chheu Kach M 36 Vice chief of Inter-sector 0966694199 

3 Keo Sareth Chheu Kach M 70 District councilor 012825479 

4 Srey Chhun Ly Chheu Kach M 52 District deputy Governor 092962308 

5 Ung Noung Chheu Kach M 73 Commune councilor 016748256 

6 Touch Sarun Chheu Kach M 65 village chief 0967002022 

7 Sarith Thy Chheu Kach M 66 Commune councilor 0974741233 

8 Chea Srouy Chheu Kach M 67 Commune councilor 012959496 

9 Yang Sam Ann Chheu Kat F 34 Vice chief office of 0967677192 

10 Hash Saron Cheu Kach F 
 

Inhabitant 
 

11 Sok Khuen Cheu Kach M 
 

Inhabitant 
 

12 Hang Polouk Cheu Kach M 
 

Inhabitant 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Kamchhay Mear 

 
On the 26th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Kamchhay Mear district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After walking and measuring of road lines’ width the discussions about safeguards issues have 
been conducted, Ms. Pin Khon raised her question that my fence will be removing for road 
construction? the working team has answered that your fence will be maintaining as it is because 
the reinforced concrete road needs its width just out sider your fence, no need to remove your 
fence. Participants are so welcomed and asking us when would be built this road line. The 
working team replied that we do not know yet. 

 

Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with muddy and rain water flooding 
during rainy season. Ms. Pin Khon complaints about muddy and water puddle during rainy 
season of road present situation, it is difficult to travel on this road line. Anticipated environmental 
impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of RC road will 
only be temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided or 
minimized. The residents are concerned about their access to households after newly concrete 
casting. The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting just 
only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may allow 
to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and PFT 
also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the 
concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
Beneficiaries along the road line are so welcomed and asking us when would be built this road 
line. 
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Photo of activities: 
 
 

 
 

List of participants: 
 
 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Soeung Socheat Kamchay Mear M 48 District Governor 092225251 

2 Yat Samoeun Kamchay Mear M 37 Cabinet Director 017261112 

3 Chhorn Chheang Kamchay Mear M 52 District Deputy Governor 017924409 

4 Kong Sam Oun Kamchay Mear M 43 District Deputy Governor 092175456 

5 Nak Non Chour Ti Muoy M 61 Village Chief 0883879818 

6 Sok Cheapp Chour Ti Bei M 52 Village Chief 0885827972 

7 Ket Sokhoung Kamchay Mear M - Chief Office of Vet 0887208844 

8 SOk Kongkea Chour Ti Muoy M - Vice Village Chief 09792172 

9 Kong Loat Kranhung M - Second deputy comm chief 012454247 

10 Mom Sarun Provincial M - Technical Officer 0882095396 

11 Pin Khon Chour Ti Muoy F - Inhabitant - 

12 Khan Saron Chour Ti Muoy M - Inhabitant - 

13 Chea Yin Chour Ti Muoy F - Inhabitant - 

14 Vat Var Chour Ti Muoy F - Inhabitant - 

15 Kri Vanthoeun Chour Ti Muoy F - Inhabitant - 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Kampong Trabaek 

 
On the 29th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with KampongTrabaek district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the 
proposed upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the 
background of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as 
beneficiaries/likely affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned 
funding by ADB, the activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After walking and measuring of road lines’ width short gathering to discuss about safeguards 
issues, Ms. Pong Sok has said that there is no impact, if the road construction is still needed 
more/larger widening, I voluntary to remove my extended roof of my house and stall to project 
because I am boring with dirty and muddy road at present. She is concerned about her access 
to resident after newly concrete casting, albeit, they are so welcomed and asking us when would 
be built this road line? they are waiting so long. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with muddy and dusty. Anticipated 
environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the upgrading of 
RC road will only be temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that can be easily avoided 
or minimized. Mr. Vuthy said that there is a detouring road, after concrete casting so commuters 
can take this detouring road professionally. The local authorities and PFT also adding mentioned 
that after concrete casting the contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to 
prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
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Photo of activities: 
 
 

  
 

 
List of participants: 

 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Yav Sanin Kg Trabaek M - District Governor 016629865 

2 Hin Vanny Kg Trabaek M - District deputy 016748154 

3 Yan Meak Kg Trabaek M - District deputy 09793766475 

4 Chhoeng Sichorn Kg Trabaek M - Technical officer 0316665005 

5 Chea Sakhorn Kg Trabaek M - Commune chief 0713670471 

6 Non Phea Ra Kg Trabaek M - Deputy chief of 0964141401 

7 Net Vuthy Kg Trabaek M - Chief Police post 015884747 

8 Sok Sokun Kg Trabaek M - Village chief 015589665 

9 Khoy Ponleu Kg Trabaek M - Cabinet director 086800200 

10 Seng Tak Kg Trabaek M - Vice chief of village 015319383 

11 Khat Sothea Kg Trabaek M - Police Post 093255707 

12 Va Nara Kg Trabaek M - Chief Police post 0975542211 

13 Pong Sok Kg Trabaek F - Inhabitant 
 

14 Hy Kimlang Kg Trabaek M - Inhabitant 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Peareang 

 
On the 7th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Pea Reang district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After assessment of road lines’ width, the brief gathering to discuss about safeguards issues. Mr. 
Net Noeun has mentioned the narrow point is at the conjunction from main road/National Road 
No.8, approximate 50 meters in length. We have measured and found that its width of 5.1 meters 
and the RC road will be upgrading only on the existing alignments of 5 meters without removing 
the fences at the narrow points. And the following lengths are large enough to upgrading, so 
there is no impact on land use. Mr. Yong Hay said that there is a detouring road line for by- 
passing if the awarded contractor implementing the upgrading of RC road. All participants are 

waiting for RC road upgrading and asking us when would be built this road line. 
 

Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with bumpy, muddy and dusty. 
Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment arising from the 
upgrading of RC road will only be lesser, temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny area, that 
can be easily avoided or minimized. The concerns about their access to households after newly 
concrete casting will be cope with the detouring road/by passing. The PFT has indicated about 
these concerns, after concrete casting just only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes 
(without trailer), medium vehicles may allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or 
four weeks. The PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the 
contractor/subcontractor has to put the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big 
truck to pass through the road line. 
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Photo of activities: 
 

 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Hy Thouk Peareang M 49 District Governor 0976655505 

2 Chan Vai Peareang M 38 Deputy district Governor  

3 Sorn Vibol Prey Veng M 50 Officer of Provincial 
administration 

0977099011 

4 SIN Sun Heng Peareang M 44 Peareang cabinet director 0977409406 

5 Net Noeun Roka commune M 51 Commune chief 077598844 

6 Be Sokha Roka commune M 60 Commune councilor 0977105123 

7 Loa Our Roka commune M 62 Commune councilor 066626801 

8 Yong Hai Roka commune M 67 Commune second deputy 
chief 

0977268801 

9 Sek Kong Roka commune M 54 Commune councilor 0964466173 

10 Yoem Yin Roka commune M 68 Commune councilor 066630963 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Svay Anthor 

 
On the 7th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Svay Antor district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together with safeguards consultant are driving the 
motorbikes throughout the road line and measuring on the narrow widths of proposed 
upgrading road line in order to verify or proof the existing alignments and corridor of 
impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: 
After assessment of road lines’ width, by riding the motorbike across the road lines and 
conducted a brief discussion with likely affected households inside the village. Villagers are 
gathering to brief discuss about safeguards by initiating that, is there any expression in relation 
to affected propertied by road upgrading? Mr. Un Deth said there is no impact on land use, as 
this road line goes deeper in the villages and most both sides of road length are rice fields and 
dilapidated canals, those lands are belonging to state land, nobody growing the rice crops. The 
ROW of this road line indeed is 15 meters, 7.5 meters of one side. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road with bumpy, muddy and dusty. Mr. 
Soun Sreng has mentioned that the anticipated environmental impacts arising from the 
upgrading as mountainous sand road will only be temporary, and localized, will affect tiny area, 
that can be easily avoided or minimized by using regular water pouring. He said adding that there 
will not be taken borrow pits/borrow areas within here (along the road) because the mountainous 
sands have to bring from Chheu Kat Ba-Phnum mountain with licensing contractor that approved 
from the Ministry of Environment. Mr. Soun Sreng also suggested that after constructing the 
road, the road signs, marks and guideposts shall be equipped in according with road technical 
aspects. 
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Photo of activities: 
 

 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Bech Song Svay Antor M 52 District Governor 012976969 

2 Heng Try Svay Antor M 48 District Deputy Governor 092684584 

3 Hot Bech Svay Antor M 48 Cabinet director 099409933 

4 Toem Sarann Svay Antor M 39 District deputy Governor 011958723 

5 Soun Sreng Svay Antor M 50 Chief of environ office 0979933246 

6 Vann Sok Thea Prey Veng M 41 Deputy director PK1 077778944 

7 Sok Sakhorn Svay Antor M 47 Procurement 0979973376 

8 Thol Tit Angkor Tret M 53 Commune chief 092489352 

9 Sin Soeun Angkor Tret M 69 Commune deputy chief 012297696 

10 Long Chhamm Angkor Tret M 66 Commune councilor 0719476552 

11 Phum Sophat Angkor Tret M 60 Commune chief 0979884927 

12 Nov Lang Taloek village M 69 Village chief 0889611650 

13 Mr. Un Deth Taloek village M 57 Vice village chief 
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Summary of Minutes of Public Consultation Meetings- Sala Krau 

 
On the 19th November 2018, the SNIF secretariat safeguards involved staff together with 
safeguards consultant (working team) have conducted safeguards screening checklists and 
consultations with Sala Krau district/local authorities as well as beneficiaries along the proposed 
upgrading road line in this district. The working team has explained clearly about the background 
of the project/subproject to subnational level/local authorities as well as beneficiaries/likely 
affected households along the proposed upgrading road line that is loaned funding by ADB, the 
activities of working team included: 

 

1. Introducing about the back ground of SNIF/subnational project proposal and this 
subproject is loan funded by ADB, therefore, it is needed to cope with safeguards 
issues which is included social and environmental issues that may occurred from road 
lines upgrading. 

2. Villagers and local authorities together walking through out the road line and 
measuring on the narrow widths of proposed upgrading road line in order to verify or 
proof the existing alignments and corridor of impact (COI) that mentioned/reporting by 
subnational project proposal. 

3. Gathering all participants at a place of road line, explaining the social and 
environmental issues, stressing the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and its 
procedure, if anyone is wishing to express their concerns before and during road 
upgrading/civil work implementation. 

4. Circulation of project information booklet (PIB) to beneficiaries’ participants and 
distribution of PIB to district/commune to post at her/his office billboard or appropriate 
places with their office. 

 

Results of public consultation meetings: 
 
 

In relation with land acquisition and resettlement: After walking and measuring of road lines’ 
width already, the brief gathering to discuss about safeguards matters by initiating that, is there 
any expression in relation to affected propertied by road upgrading? Mr. Chon Choeup said that 
he did see any affected properties along this road line even trees or crops, the existing alignment 
at narrow place is 6 meters, the RC road upgrading needs not wider corridor of impact. Together 
agreed that, there is no impact on land use but they are concerned about their access to their 
households after newly concrete casting and are concerned also about their RC roads will have 
big truck pass through. 

 
Regarding environmental issue, currently it is earthen road, slippery and muddy during rainy 
seasons and dusty during dried seasons. Inhabitants complaint about dusty and slippery of 
current road condition. Mr. Tit Thy said that this road line we proposed to upgrading due to it is 
detouring road and preventing the rain water flooding from the mountain during heavy rain in 
rainy season. Anticipated environmental impacts on the physical and biological environment 
arising from the upgrading of RC road will only be temporary, shorter, localized, will affect tiny 
area, that can be easily avoided or minimized. The inhabitants are concerned about their access 
to households after newly concrete casting and other concerns about heavy truck pass through 
the road line. The local authorities have indicated about these concerns, after concrete casting 
just only few days, by allowing bicycles and motorbikes (without trailer), medium vehicles may 
allow to traverse after concrete casting period of three or four weeks. The local authorities and 
PFT also adding mentioned that after concrete casting the contractor/ subcontractor has to put 
the concrete rings/posts to prevent the heavy truck or big truck to pass through the road line. 
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Photo of activities: 
 

 
 

List of participant 
 

No          Name       Village   Sex 
   

 Age 
          Occupation Telephone 

1 Tit Thy Sala Krau M 44 District deputy Governor 0976263373 

2 Yoeum Phoeun Sala Krau M 59 commune chief 0974115971 

3 Sit Srors Toul M 47 Village chief 0976280466 

4 Chhun Thoeup Veal M 57 Village chief 08880479 

5 Sun Meng Ly Provincial 
administration 

M 40 Office chief 0977283608 
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Annex-4: Public Information Booklet- PIB 
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Annex-5: Environmental Monitoring Checklist 

 

Environmental Monitoring Checklist  

SNIF Contract Package:………………………………… 

Inspection Date:…………………………………………... 

Inspector’s Name 

Position 

:………………………………………….. 

:…………………………………………... 
 

Environmental Code of Conduct (Mitigating Measures) Compliance Status Remarks/ Reasons for 
Partial or Non- 
Compliance 

Recommendati 
ons 

Deadline 

Yes No Partially    

Dust Control       

Storage areas of construction materials such as sand, gravel, cement, 
etc., have provisions that prevent them from being blown away towards 
sensitive receptors? 

      

Trucks  transporting construction  materials  (i.e. sand, soil, cement, 
gravel, etc.) are tightly covered? 

      

Construction vehicles have speed limits (typically 25 km/hour or less) 
along areas where sensitive receptors are located? 

      

Noise Levels       

Prior   notification   to   the   community/local authorities   on 
construction schedule? 

      

Noisy construction activities are avoided in the vicinity of sensitive 
receivers? 
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Environmental Code of Conduct (Mitigating Measures) Compliance Status Remarks/ Reasons for 
Partial or Non- 
Compliance 

Recommendati 
ons 

Deadline 

Yes No Partially    

Construction  traffic  routes  are  defined  in  cooperation  with  local 
communities and traffic police? 

      

Solid Waste       

Garbage bins and temporary storage facilities for construction wastes, 
domestic solid wastes and segregated wastes are provided within the 
project site/subproject site? 

      

Regular collection and disposal of wastes (by contractor/subcontractor 
or authorized third party) to sites approved by local authorities? and/or 
subnational levels? 

      

Wastes are not dumped into watercourses, agricultural land and 
surrounding areas? 

      

Traffic Management and Local Access       

Signs advising that construction is in progress are provided, particularly 
where the alignment crosses existing roads and where construction 
related-facilities are located? 

      

Flag persons are employed to regulate traffic especially in potentially 
hazardous areas? 

      

Traffic advisory signs (to minimize traffic build-up/populated areas) are 
posted in coordination with local authorities? and/or subnational levels? 
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Environmental Code of Conduct (Mitigating Measures) Compliance Status Remarks/ Reasons for 
Partial or Non- 
Compliance 

Recommendati 
ons 

Deadline 

Yes No Partially    

Construction activities and schedules are coordinated in advance with 
local authorities, community representatives/beneficiaries, businesses, 
schools? 

      

Existing access routes are maintained (whenever feasible)?       

Provision of alternative access and/or parking when impacts to principal 
access routes and parking areas cannot be avoided? 

      

Adequate informational and directional signage to improve alternative 
access function 

      

Occupational Health and Safety       

Orientation for construction workers regarding health and safety 
measures, emergency response and prevention of HIV/AIDS and other 
diseases? 

      

First aid facilities that are readily accessible to workers? and staff?       

Adequate   and   clean   housing and   sanitation   facilities for all 
workers/staff at the workers’/construction camps? 

      

Reliable supply of water for drinking, cooking and washing purposes at 
the staff/workers’ camps 

      

Separate hygienic sanitation facilities/toilets  and bathing areas with 
sufficient water supply for male and female workers/staff? 
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Environmental Code of Conduct (Mitigating Measures) Compliance Status Remarks/ Reasons for 
Partial or Non- 
Compliance 

Recommendati 
ons 

Deadline 

Yes No Partially    

Proper collection and disposal of solid wastes within the 
workers’/construction camps 

      

Workers are provided and use appropriate and complete safety 
equipment such as safety boots, protective clothes, breathing mask, 
ear protection, helmets, gloves, etc.? 

      

Provision to staff and worker: Face mask, Sanitized alcohol, jelly and 
temperature check by using digital/infrared thermometer.     

      

Public Safety       

Signage are installed at the periphery of the construction site to warn 
and direct traffic and pedestrians? 

      

Safe passageways for pedestrians crossing the construction site?       

Appropriate safety barriers and warning signs are installed in areas that 
pose safety risks such as open excavations, drainages, etc. 

      

 


